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When the research is finished and tabulated, when the liter-
ature has been reviewed, the coursework comoleted and preparations 
all made, the final paper waits to be written, and a time for rem-
iniscence and meditation appears. 
I have been a Long time in gettinq to this point. My educa-
tion has been more a process than a goal most of the time ••• a pro-
cess that has involved the thinking, feelings and attitudes of my 
family. We have lived in a "state of education" for a long time, 
and will probably continue in the scholastic environment even with 
its excesses, trivialities and parsimoniousness. 
Melinda, my wife of twenty years, is now workinq to complete 
her early childhood elementary credential. Noel, my oldest son, 
is a senior and head of yearbook photo at Skyview. His qoaL is to 
become an illustrator, and he plans to enroll in art a .t USU. Toby, 
my second oldest, will be a sophomore at Skyview. He holds a brown 
belt in Shorinji Kemoo, and is workinq on his black belt. He wants 
to become a media specialist in script writing. Dorinda, my thir-
tean year-old daughter, is in eiqhth grade at North Cache. She is 
my musician. She plays the violin, and "plays at" the piano. Jan 
David, my ten year-old, will be in the fifth grade at Summit this 
year. He seems to have picked up his dad's love for the theatre, 
and has an especial Love for musicals. 
Mindi-Lucite £owyn is a delightfully precocious four year-old 
who knows most of her "Dorothy Books" (versions of The Wizard of Oz) 
by heart. She is well on her way to becoming, at Least in symbol, 
a "Princess of the Rohirrim, 11 
Chip, as we call Henry Gordon Hilden V, is two, is truly the 
shortest and fastest thing on two feet in the household. With such 
a Little imitator, I would hope that our behavior can be somewhat 
circumspect. 
To these I dedicate this paper, any honors my M.S. may confer 
upon me, my life and my Love. I hope, with Melinda's help, to have 
already qiven them a Love of education for education's sake. 




I would like to thank my committee chairman, Burrell Hansen, 
PhD., for his patience with an older student who did not fit the 
mold from which graduate students are usually cast. My thanks 
also to Dr. Harold Kinzer for his attention to detai Ls, to Dr. 
Ross Allen for his ability to elic i t clarification, and to Ralph 
T. Clark, MFA, for his healthy combination of practical and aes-
thetic insight. 
This p~per details some findings and surprises in a six-week, 
after school, photo-enrichment course at Lo~an Junior Hiqh School. 
The course ran from March 30 throuqh May 6, 1981. I am indebted 
to Clifford Poole, Director, Special Services for the Logan City 
Schoot District for research aporoval. I am especially indebted 
to Principal Raymond Haslam, Vice-Principal Murray Maughan, Coun-
selor Heten Morris, and the twenty-five teachers who supplied in-
formation for evaluation. Without these, there would have been 
no information, no class and no report. 
I am, last of alt, indebted to those students who partici-
pated in the class. I hope that those who expressed . excitement 
in photography will continue in this artistic endeavor. I would 
hope that this paper miqht serve as a toot for others interested 
in working with young people in photography, or otherwise. 
H. Gordon Hilden 
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ABSTRACT 
f~4ges and Sequences 
A Demonstration Project on the Use of Photography 
as a Tool for Academic Motivation 
in Logan Junior High School 
by 
H. Gordon Hilden, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1982 
Major Professor: Dr. Burrell F. Hansen 
Department: Communication 
vi ii 
This is a report of an after-school, non-credit, photo-en-
richment course that was developed and offered to students at the 
Lo gan Junior High School during the period March 30 through May 
6, 1981 • 
The artistic intent of this course was to teach students how 
to see with a camera, recording images on transparency film, and 
Later arranging transparencies into idea-development or story-
telling sequences. 
The educational intent was to see if such a course would 
motivate students to perform better in other classes and improve 
their school relationships in general. 
The course was of too short a duration to develop any hard 
facts to support an affirmative answer to the question of edu-
ix 
cational (behavioral) intent. This is not to say that the 
course did not motivate such changes, or that the opposite was 
proven. There was no evidence of improved, static or degraded 
behavioral states. 
There was, however, evidence that teacher/ administrator/ 
counselor biases had something to do with a student's perceived 
performance. Moreover, there was a degree of unanimity in this 
respect. 
Because of the search for motivational factors, I re-dis-
covered Seymour Halleck 1 s construct of "stytism," and found it 
to be applicable to the student population of the project to a 
Large degree. Again, and because this was not a sought-for 
answer, but a matter of serendipity, I developed no materials 
to justify the extent, much less the existence of such an ob-
servation. And so it is just that: an observation, and prob-
ably the most significant finding of the study. 
Because of the significance of "stylism," I have developed 
the Literature search to explain it, and the report of the pro-
ject to demonstrate this construct in action. 
ft may be that by cominq to terms with this construct, edu-
cators can develop a protocol for teaching students previously 
considered to be an educational enigma. 
end are offered in the conclusions. 
Suggestions to this 
(171 pages) 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Int roduc t ion 
This is a PLan B Report on a photo-enrichment class I pro-
vided for seventh, eighth and ninth-grade students at Logan 
Junior High School during the period March 30, 1981 through May 
6, 1981. There were twelve classes in the course. These were 
held immediately after school on Monday and Wednesday afternoons 
for an hour to an hour and fifteen minutes. 
Design of the curriculum and preparation of materials took 
place during a fourteen-to-sixteen week period prior to Spring 
Quarter, 1981, at Utah State University. Although the Revised i 
Proposal was completed and dated March 1, 1981, and approved by 
the Logan City School District in a Letter dated March 9, 1981, 
other implementations could not be made until a starting date 
thre~ weeks later. 
It is probably significant that the photo-enrichment class 
was finished just three weeks prior to the close of school for 
the summer. It appears evident that as school winds down, stu~ 
dents become more keyed up. As behavior becomes more extreme, 
more carefree and Less contained, the faculty responds, gene-ratty 
by not only keeping up the academic pressure, but also by in-
creasing it. In some cases, such a response from the faculty 
seems necessary. In other cases, increased pressure is either 
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unnecessary or useless. The classroom populations and the indi-
vidual student's reasons for being in a particular course seem 
to determine this end-of-school behavior. If the class has been 
both creative and productive, and if the student has been there 
because he has wanted to be there, increasing academic pressure 
is pointless. This pattern of student behavior is an observation, 
not a fact, however, and I mention these phenomena only in that 
they might have relevance to the data accumulated during the 
photo- enrichment classes at Logan Junior High. That course also 
ended three weeks before the close of school, and I can only 
wonder how the scheduling of the project may have prejudiced 
some of the findings. 
Statement of the Problem 
I have been a graphic designer and printing consultant for 
a number of years, although my primary interest since 1970 has 
been in secondary and post-secondary education. In 1976 - 1977 
I again returned to school to obtain my Utah Secondary Creden-
tial, but never used it, opting to stay in graphics at Smith-
field because of a medical problem one of my children had suf-
fered as a result of an automobile accident. 
I had taught an evening post-secondary graphic arts class 
for the Bridgerland Area Vocational Center, Spring Quarter, 1977. 
I had also taught a class in beginning drawing for Adult Educa-
tion, the Logan City School District, for three quarters in 1977 
and 1978. / was rather surprised, however, when Mr. Lee Colston, 
then Principal at Logan Junior High, asked me to do some exten-
ded substitute teaching for Mr. Delbert Napper, their art and 
ceramics teacher. 
I had two significant experiences white teaching at Logan 
Junior High: I again became involved with and interested in 
teaching and using my secondary credential. Secondly, / noted 
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a distinct bimodal and sometimes a polymodal grade distribution 
problem which seemed to have more to do with cultural sub-group-
ings than with course material or testing. My instincts told me 
to Look for flaws in the testing system or in the manner of 
grading. In performance-based art and ceramics classes, there 
were no tests. One either did the work, or not. And I could 
hav~ no preconceived idea of a student's capabilities, thus slant-
ing the grading. The work was turned in with initials on a com-
pLetion slip. I would grade each piece from an assignment; then, 
with the assignment completed, I would go back through the work, 
adjusting for any errors in judgment I had made. Occasionally, I 
would have to readjust two or three initial grades. Because I 
had to become acquainted with the students, I had graded work 
for nearly everybody before I began to associate the initials on 
the pots with the people themselves. 
Then, to be certain that my expectations were not far afield 
from those of Mr. Napper, I went to his grade book with a series 
of assignment grades on each one who had turned in work. Without 
exception, I found my scoring to be within a plus or a minus of 
the grade• Mr. Napper had entered for the students' earlier as-
signments! 
Because of an extensive background in social services, / was 
intrigued by the characteristics exhibited by these students at 
Logan Junior High. I had never observed these behavior patterns 
in such widespread and accepted practice. My earliest experience 
with them was in 1964 when I served an internship at the Linda 
Vista Boys' Center. I was then a trainee in Project CAUSE 
(Counselor Aide University Summer Education), a "war on poverty" 
program to train professionals to deal with the difficulties of 
disadvantaged youth. At Linda Vista, the problem was a semi-
clinical one involving a nearly all-black population. 
As an art and ceramics teacher some sixteen years later, 
found these characteristics to be fairly widespread in a mostly-
white, mostly middle-class, predominantly Latter-day Saint coed-
ucational studentbody. 
Let me List these characteristics: (1.) Much misguided energy, 
(2.) A lack of self-discipline, (3.) Average, or above-average 
comprehension, (4.) Excessive testing of rules and of authority, 
and (5.) Emotionally stylized behavior the affect of which runs 
from apathy to outright hostility. 
During a class period, these states would seem to be free-
floating, active and somewhat mutually interchangeable. No one 
group Leader would emerge~ Rather, several would vie in various 
ways for attention or power ••• whether the means were socially 
acceptable in the larger society or not ••• it made no difference. 
And no one would "fink" or "narc'' on the offender ••• untess he 
were from a competing qroup and unless it were tacitly under-
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stood that the ones who had been reported could reciprocate the 
favor and keep the game (whl . ch · t t was more tmpor an than the win-
ner) goinq. The process was designed to release boredom, ennui, 
and had Little or no meaning beyond this. I t was a "s t y Le , " or 
a "face," such as is found in the writings of Sidney Jourard, or, 
more contemporaneous Ly with the young people, in Bi L ly Joel, s 
song, "The Stranger." 
Welt we all have a face 
That we hide away forever 
And we take them out and show ourselves 
When everyone has gone. 
Some are satin some are steel 
Some are silk and some are leather 
They're the faces of the stranger 
But we Love to try them on.
1 
In my experience as an art and ceramics teacher I had come 
to feel that these students were "good kid£" who were "coasting 
through school, Learning the minimum white expressing boredom and 
entertaining themselves in their peer groups with their psychoLog-
ica l games• I had supposed that in their school day their mis-
guided energy could be turned around if the students were offered 
an opportunity to take a "class" in a subject matter that appea Led 
to them: one in which the onLy reason for attendance would be the 
joy in Learning. 
proposed that an after-school enrichment course in photo-
graphy, chosen freely and committed to by interest, free of any 
grade strivings or sanctions and "open," or non-authoritarian in 
character would help students to internalize discipline and time-
structuring while harnessing a Lot of the undirected energy. 
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I further proposed that such an after-school success 
experience would demonstrate itself in better relationships be-
tween my students and their regular classroom teachers. 
Premises, Hypotheses and Problems 
The question most basic to the photo-enrichment class and 
any findings therefrom involved the scheduling of the class: not 
only the placement in the school calendar, but also the Length of 
the class itself. Could a six-week after-school class held only 
a total of twelve times produce any information that would be 
significant or valid? Would it be possible to validate the prem-
ise of the project proposal: 
••• it is Likely that some of these students 
would do better in other subjects, relate to 
the school as a place of Learning, would be-
come more self-disciplined if they were invol-
ved in an extra-curricular "class" to which 
they felt some commitment.
2 
Would it be possible to say that inclusion of such a class 
for those students who had decided to participate in it really 
did contribute results which could be measured? What criteria, 
then, could be used to demonstrate improved, degraded or static 
states of internalized self-discipline for the participants, gen-
erally, and, by extension and comparison, how could any measuring 
or testing be done so as to have any predictive capabilitie .s 
which might be valid for the school population as a whole? 
Further, what tools could be devised to gather the infor-
7 
motion required for such judgments? Focusing on these issues in 
committee Led me to devise a number of forms whose use often-
times strayed wideLy from intent, but whose usefulness was more 
than justified. These forms wiLL be described in Chapter IV, 
under "Methods and Procedures." Analyses of information obtained 
by the use of these forms wi LL be found under "Findings and 
Assumptions." The forms, themselves, wiLL be found in the appen-
dices in the ''Revised Project ProposaL." 
ff the hypothesis is made that positive schooL involvement 
wiLt be enhanced by positive involvement in an after-schooL 
learning experience, the null hypothesis foLtows that no posi-
tive school involvement wiLL be generated. The situation wiLL 
remain static, with no measurable change. But what could one 
presume of behavior that measurably degraded? Could it also be 
implied that student involvement in the project had caused the 
behavioral shift? If individuals were to be noted to have made 
a shift in both directions, what would this have to say about my 
original presumption? We will Look at such shifting Later in an 
evaluation of some individual cases. 
There is a difference in Looking at individual cases and in 
running a study to provide materials for sampling. Sampling is 
basic to making extrapolations, and to be considered applicable 
to Larger populations, samples have to have a quality of numer-
icaL randomness. Samples aLso have to be of a size that Lends 
itself to quantitative analysis. From a student population of 
approximately 795, 3 twenty-one signed the interest sheet, 
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eighteen came to class and twelve either finished or came often 
enough to provide information to me for evaluation. In other words, 
could a group of self-selected students whose numbers diminished 
to twelve by the end of the siK-week period be used to make any 
valid predictions regarding the behavior of other students in the 
same studentbody? Probably not. The individual cases to be de-
scribed Later seem to provide valid and valuable insights, how-
ever, and may be of more value than statistical inference. 
Class Procedures 
In numbers of ways, the photo-enrichment class was not at 
alt Like any other class the students might have experienced in 
junior high school. I took roll only to familiarize myself with 
the students and to keep track of who remained. The only con-
cern with tardiness or absence was to find out who might be 
coming late to class and who might have dropped out. When some-
on~ was sick or had a conflicting appointment, the other students 
knew, usually, and would Let me know. 
There were no assigned seats. There were no belts. 
classes came to their own Logical conclusions when the work had 
been shown and the discussions had come to an end• General Ly, 
classes tasted from sixty to seventy-five minutes, with a couple 
running shorter• Except for personal appointments which occas-
ionally took students individually away earlier, students stayed 
for the class and Left when it was over. There was no agitation 
to Leave a few minutes early, no moving toward the door, as is 
often seen in conventional classrooms. 
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There was also no driving headlong at hard, fast goats. It 
is true that a curriculum had been developed, but there was no 
edict that implied that the curriculum wa.s the last word. Indeed, 
the students' work would sometimes deviate from the curriculum 
when one student or another would find out .something for himself 
and apply a principle in an unpredicted way. As a teacher I .see 
this as the creative use of skills Learned in an educational pro-
cess, and I am delighted by it. 
Reasons for the Study 
This project was planned for the purpose of offering to stu-
dents at the junior high school Level a course involving use of 
the camera as an instrumentality of focusing perception so that 
they might Learn to capture or create stronger, more artistic, 
images. The step beyond the creation of images was to be the 
sequencing of images in idea development or story-telling. From 
this aspect of the project comes the title: "Images and Sequences.'' 
This project was also planned for the purposes of determin-
ing if an enrichment class of the student's own choosing would 
have a salubrious effect upon the relationships between the stu-
dent, his other teachers, his counselors, the administration and, 
in particular, those areas in which the student might be having 
some difficulties. 
The artistic subject-matter of the project would probably 
fall into the now-popular catchatt area of "visual Literacy." 
The classroom factors would fit into the area of educational 
theory and practise. The measurement of change, on the other 
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hand, involves the vagaries of social assessment, psychological 
evaluation, educational measurement and the Like. This is the 
evaluation of the project "As a Tool for Academic Motivation in 
Logan Junior High School." 
TH£ SERENDIPITY FACTOR 
Earlier, I described five characteristics I had first ob-
served while on assignment from Project CAUSE to the Linda Vista 
Boys' Center. This was a post9raduate program at San Diego State 
College. The assignment was in a San Diego, Catiforni~ Low-income 
housi n g cen t er . The y~ar was 1964. 
The characteristics were: (1.) Much misguided energy, (2.) 
A Lack of self-discipline, (3.) Average, or above-average compre-
hension, (4.) Excessive testing of rules and of authority, and 
(5.) Emotionally stylized behavior the affect of which extended 
from apathy to outright hostility. 
If I had considered these five characteristics, and the games 
that had developed from them, in the construction of the photo-
enrichment project ••• not only as systoms of social dysfunctioning, 
but a.tso as signs that a "stylism" previously identified with 
alienated sub-groups had moved into the middle-class American 
milieU•••I am certain that my goals for the study would have been 
quite different, and my means of obtaining information ••• and the 
sort of information sought would have been to validate the exten-
siveness of these five characteristics and their implications for 
education. 
/f there is one "finding" that bears further enquiry, it is 
the extent to which form has pushed substance out of American 
education. Because of the unexpected information the study has 
turned up, and the focus or emphasis that the findings and the 
readings have reversed, or at least rearranged, in my thinking, 
the questions originally asked and the results optimistically 
expected have assumed altogether different values. Specifically, 
because of a shift in students' behavior patterns that has been 
taking place over the past decade and a-half, the results of the 
study (for which I previously had little information or insight) 
now make a good deal of sense. 
It is not fair to speak of conclusions, realLy, until these 
are elaborated upon in subsequent chapters. Because of the real 
significance of these factors in the understanding of my findings, 
I have incorporated resources into the literature review to set 
the staqe for a better understanding of the project itself. 
"Stylism," as I spoke to it earlier, is not my psychological 
cons true t • Insofar as I know, it belongs to Seymour Halleck. I 
do not, however, know of others who have observed its pervasive-
ness in the school-age population, or who have identified and 
written about it as such. 
My concern is that this particular type of affective be-
havior started out as a problem to be treated by clinical psych-
iatrists, became characteristic to and expected of alienated and 
disadvantaged populations, and now finds itself to be (or becom-
ing) the norm for the school population in general. The signifi-
cance of 11 stylism" is in the fact that it changes, mocks and 
destroys traditional educational values. 
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Educational values have always been subject to mockery and 
the threat of destruction and change. Usually, the process has 
been evolutionary, revolutionary. To a stylist, even these pro-
cesses are meaningless ••• except as something to do. 
fer no substitute or counter values. 
Stylists of-
A stylist is one of the "now generation" who is so involved 
with the present and with instant gratification that he does not 
have the experience to deal "with any problem, including his own." 
This Lack of experience has been called a ''poverty of thought," 
an expression sometimes used to identify disadvantaged youth. He 
is described as flighty with clinical despair following boredom. 
He has mood swings "which he perceives as being entirely out of 
his cont ro L. ,, 4 
The stylist's preoccupation with the present Leads him to 
deal with the form rather than the substance of a problem. He 
gets his rewards "for going through properly tasteful, stimulating 
and interesting motions instead of ••• finding solutions." He has 
a what's-in-it-for-me attitude, and wants to get what is "right-
fully his'' immediately. 
5 
The stylist's cry for relevance is, by definition, irrele-
vant. By Living in the "now," he lacks the reference that the 
concept of relevance demands. Yet educational institutions are 
redefining curricula to account for historical trends and future 
projections ••• an exercise in relevance beyond the reasoning of 
which the stylist is capable. Unfortunately, "when the value of 
relevance is held to an extreme, when the educative process 
14 
becomes superficial, most easily mastered by devotees of style," 
the person is rewarded who "can quickly incorporate a few concepts 
and ideas that can then be applied to any problem at any time. 116 
My attention drifts to the character of Chauncey Gardner in 
the Peter Sellers movie, Being There. Here we find a mentally 
deficient person with the right affect, the appropriate style, 
being considered for promotion to the presidency of the United 
States. 
Stylism, with its answers for all occasions, leads to a 
fairly high degree of superficial social mobility. Stylists 
interact widely, but not deeply. And on a political Level, the 
"issues and the Leaders tend to become interchangeable."
7 
There 
is nothing to be gained by confronting the issues. It is cha-
risma that counts. 
ft was in November, 1969 that I first read Seymour HaLleck's 
article on styLism in Psychology Today. Today, nearly thirteen 
years Later, I remembered his article and his predictions when I 
was in the process of comparing my experiences at San Diego (in 
what was essentially an art-enrichment class at Linda Vista) in 
1964, teaching at Los Banos and Gustine in 1973 and at Logan in 
1980, and providing the photo-enrichment project class in 1981. 
In 1969, Or. Halleck predicted . that: 
It is Likely that the personality char-
acteristics associated with stytism will 
become increasingly prevalent as tong as 
our society continues to change so rapid-
ly. It is unlikely that stylistic be-
havior is compatible with happy existence. 
We may find, then that eventually those 
who adapt most appropriately to society 
cannot find happiness.
8 
4 number of the students who signed up to take the photo-
enrichment course, and then dropped out, may have been dis-
15 
appointed that the course required them to do something that did 
not fit into a pre-conceived multi-purpose response. Some who 
came for the social interplay only, found what they wanted and 
stayed. Both types, might, to some extent be characterized as 
stylists. 
Serendipity has been explained as "the gift of finding valu-
able or agreeable things not sought 
9 
for." The happy process of 
finding something of usefulness or value when it is not consciously 
sought for usually provides a surprise for the finder. Whetha~ 
this should be so is questionable, for we cannot find that which 
we are not able to see. 
Nevertheless, both the function and the process of the find-
ings of my serendipity experience are carried into successive 
chapters as we Look at the consequences of our most effective 
promoter of stylism: television, and as we examine the present 
and historical goals ef public education in terms of _styLism. 
We wilt then try to synthesize findings and make assumptions 
about the phote-enrichment project, findings which prometed the 
eclectic birth of the serendipity factor, findings which may 
void traditional reason and give a new direction to hope. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction and Considerations 
In a study involving visual literacy, the analysis of moti-
vation and behavioral change, the technical and artistic qualities 
of photography and the complex socio-educational process, where 
does one find a literary middle ground ••• an area long enough de-
fined to be credible, yet not so ingrown as to be useless and 
arid in describing the artistic, educationai, human situation? 
To attempt to find some answers, we will now turn to an eclectic 
group of writings by individuals who speak to these areas of our 
problem. 
Minds, Meanings and Metaphors 
The mind does not speak now, then or ever in a strictly Lin-
ear pat tern. Languages are linear to varying degrees, but Lan-
guage is only one means of communication. Without Language, the 
mind sti Ll "speaks" in image .s, analogies, comparisons and meta-
10 phors. 
And, probably before images become clear enough to organize 
and pattern, the mind separates the visible spectrum, selecting 
red, blue, green and yetlow ••• rather than blends of these colors 
f d b 
, 11 
••• as significant, different rom each other, an astC• Three 
of these colors are the additive primaries of Light; that is, alt 
colors of Light can be created by mixing these three: red, blue 
17 
12 
and grften. While Wft physically and photo-chemically mani,oul-
ate the wavelengths of thft visible spectrum, we physiologically 
and neurologically "see" light in white-black, red-green and yel-
14 low-blue "opponent processes." 
While physics will allow us to reconstruct white light from 
red, blue and green light source$, and photo-chemistry or process 
color printing will allow us to create full-spectrum color images 
with the complementaries of red, green and blue ••• the subtractive 
color primaries of cyan, magenta and yellow inks or dye-coupled 
silver halides
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••• animal physiology will not do quite the same. 
True that there are three color receptors in th@ eye. Yet, 
until recently, there has been no emerging concensus as to just 
how these receptors worked. Hermann von Helmholtz posited that 
these receptors responded to violet, green and red light, imag-
ing yellow as a mixture of red and green in a physiological 
analogy to the physical properties of light. This theory was simple, 
easily demonstrable with the physical qualities of Light, more or 
less generally accepted, and wrong. 
Ewald Hering, a 19th Century contemporary of von Helmholtz, 
suggested that there were not just simple, single-color receptors 
involved, but three pairs of receptors feeding black-white, red-
green and yellow-blue information. The "opponent processes" of 
the physiologist, Hering, were recently supported and modernized 
by the work of Dorothea Jameson and Leo Hurvich of the University 
of Pennsylvania. 
Using perceptual methods with adults, they 
established the existence of opponent pro-
cesses in the eye. Although it is true that 
the eye does contain three color receptors, 
those receptors do not give sensations di-
rectly. Instead, in a complex fashion, the 
three receptors feed into a set of nerve cells 
that work by opponent processes. It is the 
patterns of activity of these opponent cells 
that appear to underlie the experience of 
col or ■ 
16 
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Further validating the work of Jameson and Hurvich was that 
done at Berkeley by Russell DeValois and his associates. Using 
monkeys, DeValois found "three main classes of nerve cells that 
are specifically sensitive to variations in light wave-lengths ■ 
Of these, one class seems to carry information about brightness; 
these cells fire at rates that depend on the intensity as well as 
the wave-Lengths of light striking the retina."
17 
These cells, 
and the other two classes, reported information according to the 
neural firing rate in the black-white, red-green and yellow-blue 
18 
opponent processes. 
There would seem to be a biological basis for color perception 
that is operative in unaccu l tura ted and pre-verbal children• If, 
for instance, we could harness this inborn ability to separate 
and categorize colors and turn it into a teaching opportunity, 
what would we have? We would have the red, green and blue (also 
black and white) cathode-ray imaging color television receiver 
tube! 
Since the 1950 1 s, parents have been literally conditioning 
their children to learn sequencing from television ■ Television 
provided the images. Television provided the continuity. And 
with the development of color television it became possible to 
literally suck in the unacculturated, pre-verbal child. 
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Parents park their infants in front of the ubiquitous TV 
screen, where documented research indicates that they can separ-
19 ate and categorize colors as early as four months of age, and 
this is done without regard to anything more than the convenience 
of preoccupying and quieting the child. And, it works! Tele-
vision does, indeed, preoccupy and even, to an extent, communi-
cate with an infant. 20 It is possible, also, that the television-
watching habits of infants slow the development of normal hand-
eye coordination along with other motor skills that are needed for 
optimum brain development. Kate Moody, an articulate spokesper-
son for television reform, has said: 
If the eyes, hands, and brain work together as 
a team, and if accelerating the workings of ~he 
hands means accelerati"g the workings of the 
brain (as some anthropologists believe), what 
would happen if one of those members is immobil-
ized or impaired? If increased handwork was 
responsible for stimulating the development of 
the larger brain, might not diminished handwork 
eventually cause a diminished brain? If some 
"magical force" were to enter our cultural en-
vironment and "capture" or "tie up" the hands, 
wouldn't this in some way affect the course of 
brain development? Whatever the answer, it ap-
pears that TV viewing tends to ' immobilize the 
hands of the young during their key develop-
mental stage.
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Mrs. Moody's dismal view of a technology-conceived inverse 
evolutionary pattern is not simply a concern for eons to come. 
It is more than that. She is concerned about the child who sits 
22 
watching TV for more than thirty hours a week, but she is up-
20 
set that the heavy viewer who watches more than this average fig-
ure has established a statistical relationship between himself and 
Low /.Q. scores. 23 In a study conducted by Michael Morgan and 
Larry Gross at the Annenburg School of Communications at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, "the amount of viewing time was a better 
predictor of (Lowered) /.Q. than any other variable tested, in-
cluding social class.11 24 
Mrs. Moody may sound like an anti-TV evangelist at times, 
but even if only a part of her concerns have validity, they bear 
need for serious consideration. It is folly not to think of TV 
as a mover in our culture when "by the time the child finishes 
high school, he wilt have spent 18 1 000 hours with the 'TV Curri-
culum' and only 12,000 with the school curriculum. 1125 
I have mentioned earlier my years as an observer from within, 
and, outside of the public school system. I have also described 
my concern for a growing stylistic affect among students ••• a cir-
cumstance of being that started out as a clinical problem, spread 
to disadvantaged populations, and now is becoming pervasive in 
middle-class American public schools. Imagine _my concern, then, 
when Kate Moody recorded the following educational observation: 
Experienced teachers, those who have taught 
lonq enough to know several generations of 
children, are coming to alarming conclusions 
about current Learning styles and abilities: 
Kids can't Listen for any Length of time; 
they can't follow verbal directions very welt; 
they can't pay attention ("When I read them 
stories out Loud, they squirm and say, 'I can't 
hear it without pictures'"); children today 
can•t wait or delay gratification; they can•t 
process Language as welt as past generations; 
they don't seem motivated to use their imagin-
ations. 
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In her book, Growing Up On Television: The TV Effect, she 
21 
detaits the changes: The growing, mushrooming, pervasiveness of 
television and television-related technology in which its 
"attractions ••• wilt be virtually boundtess. 1127 The crumbling so-
ciety in which culture can no tonger be handed down, but is mass-
28 marketed to teens ''who hand it up to adults." Loss of reading 
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skitts in that "television trains eyes~ to move." Loss of 
learning skills because "the flash-and-dash of the fast-moving 
screen is throwing the species off its age-old perceptual track 
by making us passengers in vicarious Learning rather than parti-
. t . d . t ' ,,JO ctpan s tn tree experience. 
The conclusion to this line of reasoning is this: "The 
natures of early intettectual and sensory learning and of tele-
vision communication may be Largely incompatible. 1131 
ts this, or is this • not, a quarter-century of behavior modi-
fication television has wrought? If it is, and if exploding 
technology continues to expand the borders of television and re-
lated media, then h~w wilt the educational system continue to edu-
cate, have any relevance or draw any followers from the easy 
world of the vidiots? It's not an easy question, and the answers 
do not fit into an educational system created a Long time prior 
to the electronic age. Generally, answers are non-answers, or 
they're radical, evasive or non-existent. 
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One suggestion, or "non-answer," that has been thrown about 
a Lot, has apparent relevance to the ideas of visual imaging and 
sequencing, and is even considered by Mrs. Moody, is to make TV 
a part of the educative process. Make the students into producers 
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as welt as consumers. At first glance, this principle of in-
volvement has an "aha!" quality to it. In fact, the application 
to television, alone, seems to be too narrow. Why not apply the 
involvement idea to other subjects as welt? 
Well, first, young people are not born into the same world 
their parents and teachers grew up in. How many, other than the 
angels or fools among us, would step into a teaching situation 
using one of the current "cookbooks" or "how-to" manuals for 
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educators? Some do, and · from these we obtain more books that 
relate their experiences or give a short compendium of others' 
work that they have found helpful. These books are available, 
in use and of every quality. A short explication of six of these 
is to be found in the endnotes.
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The involvement question has some basic problems, some ga-
ping holes in it. First, as we have seen, is the rush to have 
the schoolteacher become "qualified in,'' become a "resource per-
son to," or, as a Last resort, become an "experiential Leader" 
in discovering means of using technological toys as a means of 
recapturing the interest and involvement that students have Lost 
for schools. The expression of boredom is an affect! And to the 
degree that we treat it in seriousness, we play into a "gimme 
more" game with students. To the extent that stylism prevails, 
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Learning is irrelevant. To keep the game going is the only mat-
ter of importance. If "doing the media" is a part of the game, 
then how is it possible to objectively evaluate the success or 
the failure of media projects in education? Perhaps it is not. 
We may need to do a Lot of pointless experimentation ••• although 
at the time the experiments may not seem 11pointtess 11 ••• before the 
premises sort themselves out and begin to give us a Literature of 
factual materials. Along with this sorting out, I would suspect, 
we will also find a developing Leadership among thinkers and ex-
perimenters. 
Second, when a person is not more than superficially qual-
ified to teach a subject-matter, students cannot become more than 
superficial Learners. They may not feel that such is the case, 
but the fact is that they could not have gained the discrimination 
to feel or know otherwise. Enthusiasm can be like puppy love. 
Involvement or preoccupation with a subject is another thing. 
Student-centered schools sometimes, in their mad rush to meet de-
mands for "relevance," are vulnerable to this superficiality. 
Third, we seek in things that which we do not find in our-
selves. The technology that surrounds us, and which sometimes 
interferes with familial communication instead of aiding it, is 
proportional to our affluence. Under-developed nations have, per-
capita, enormously fewer such plaything~. The father who is anx-
ious about day-to-day economic survival has tittle use for a micro-
processor or an auto-focus Nikon. 
things. 
Yet we still lust after these 
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The developmental psychologist, J.S. Bruner, was absent from 
the u.s. from 1972 to 1981. Upon his return he was overwhelmed 
with the greed he found. 11/ cannot imagine how you run a .society 
without .some tacit recognition of the importance of compassion --
of helping those less fortunate or even Less able than yourself.11 35 
I suspect that this .selfishness is the base of some of our 
current funding problem.s in public education ••• which is, by its 
structure and definition, a socialistic institution. I t Us s imply, 
the loss of compassion; and, by extension, the "what's-in-it-for-
me" attitude that have run headlong into educational "accountability." 
In our continuing economic dislocations in this country, I 
would suspect that many of the "toy," or "gimme more" programs 
will be cut. One man's toy i.s another man's necessity, however, 
and the programs that will remain longest wilt vary from school 
to school, and district to district, but will represent the par-
ent demands of the more affluent and socially elite. 
democratized education! 
So much for 
The fourth and Last problem is this: What happens to the 
student who, at the demise of play time, now finds himself lost 
in a tough world which will no Longer fund the stylistic milieu 
to which he has become accustomed? When faced with the need for 
genuine performance, what will he do? He will fail. 
/ have said that today's students are born into a different 
world than that of their parents or their teachers. Perhaps we 
need to qualify that statement. The multiplication tables have 
not changed. Our expectations have. I was expected to learn 
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the combinations through twelve. My children are expected to 
Learn the multiplication tables only through ten • • • nine, actually, 
inasmuch as with ten one only adds a zero. The natures of physi-
cal properties have not changed. Our understanding of them has. 
That is progress. Word meanings, sentence structure, spellings, 
and the numbers of things that can (or shouLd be) spoken of or 
written about have changed. The need to read well has not dis-
appeared. Technology has given it increase. The need to write 
well about new developments, new technologies, new social thought 
and other concerns of this generation has placed a premium on old 
skills in today's world. That we should need to be competent to 
manage the devices, relate to the $Ounds and process the images 
of an electronic generation is not a replacement of traditional 
educational skiLLs; it is an addition to them. To bypass the 
basic in favor of the new and exciting is to make the student 
even more dependent upon stylism. Insecurity breeds a need for 
stylism. What happens when those who need a stylistic escape 
most can no Longer have it given to them ••• or even tolerated of 
them ••• by a school that can no Longer afford its cost? Have we 
not created a Frankensteinian monster of proportions we can now 
only guess at? 
I am convinced that in our educational scurrying about for 
relevance or meaning in an adult framework as a means to under-
standing or dealing with what was happening to our children in 
the affectuaL stylism that they presented to us, we skirted the 
issue of values, of real meanings and of stylism itself, pre-
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suming a depth of meaning which really was not there at all! Fur-
thermore, it was easier to advance the state in which stylism had 
grown and prospered. One had only to provide more money, more 
toys. We were an acquisitive and an affluent people. To give of 
our time, or to question educational values that mirrored our own 
would be self-destructive. And so we Let questions of value pass 
and directed our energies elsewhere. Bruner says, to greed. 
We had not asked any questions of substance, had not realty 
heard the response: that the world is out of control, that the only 
answer to everything is "more," that the only time is "now," that 
superficial "rote" responses are the safest, and that the stylist 
is really a very scared, insecure individual who is addicted to 
his stylism. He cannot live without it, and life is essentially 
miserable and lonely with it. 
By ignoring the incongruities of response and meaning that 
the stylist placed upon us, by countering with ''more," we were then 
free to go about our business. But we were not really free. In 
the name of relevance we had also chosen to ignore the added re-
sponsibility for basic skills that an exploding technology had 
placed upon us. And we had forgotten that Life is the harshest 
schoolmaster of all! 
Thoughts About Learning 
/ spoke earlier about the "joy of learning" (p. 5.) as a 
reason for attendance in and a means of involvement with the 
photo-enrichment class. According to Peter Drucker, there never 
has been joy in a school system which may have succeeded in edu-
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eating one out of ten students and which "was a ptace of misery, 
f b d f ff . 36 o ore om, o su ering •••• 11 The .schools haven't changed, ac-
cording to Drucker. 37 They have done a miserable job all along. 
So, it is not that the school has become 
worse. Rather, the school has suddenly 
assumed such importance for the individual, 
for the community, for the economy and for 
society, that we cannot suffer the tradi-
tional, time-honored incompetence of the 
educational system.
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Dr. Drucker does not Limit his comments. He speaks to the entire 
educational system: elementary through coltege. "One went to col-
Lege because it Led to a professional career, or because it was 
the socially acceptable thing to do, to make valuable connections. 
Learning was for a few grinds who were at best tolerated by their 
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classmates•" 
Drucker was writing a decade ago. Three and one-half dee-
ades ago, Earl c. Kelley was saying that fear was the motivating 
factor in . our schools: fear of failure, fear of teachers, fear of 
parents, and abject terror of classmates. 
And so it comes about that children Learn 
early to fear and distrust adults -- par-
ents and teachers in particular. Teachers 
fear the children (they might get out of 
hand) and they fear the school administra-
tor. The administrator fears children, 
teachers, board of education, and the pub-
lic in general• Parents so fear the teacher 
and administrator that they can hardly be 
dragged to the school for conferences con-
cerning their children, their most valuable 
asset. 40 
fn 1982, Jerome Bruner expressed concern over wha.t. he cal ls 
"Educational terrorism," the phenomenon in which one group "wins" 
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the community debate over educational values. "That's the Moral 
Majority's approach. We win and then we castrate you. What fol-
lows is bound to be dreadful bitterness. 1141 The winners "come in 
to wr•ck programs they don't like. 1142 Alas, one of the weaknesses 
in democratized education is the same as in the body politic it-
self: an organized minority can subvert the give and take, the ex-
change of ideas and ''political rivalries become polarized into 
warring ideologies, (where) no reconciliation will be possible. 
Th l t . f t l · t . 143 e resu ts war are, no pot tcs. 1 The organized minority 
can destroy the system itself, for "where there is no fundamental 
cultural and moral concensus, where a significant minority pre ·fers 
insurrection to the acceptance of political decisions, no methoef 
of making these decisions will work, and no constitutional govern-
. . bl 44 ment ts poss t e. 11 In the brokerage system of political deter-
mination of educational . goals, the mutual distru!!lt that leads to 
uneasy compromise is a difficult enough system in which to formu-
late educational goals and policies. It is altogether impossible 
when Bruner 1 s "educational terrorists" take control. Seen in this 
light, the "back to basics" movement is fatuous. There never was 
a "basic" curriculum, just a narrower one in which students per-
formed, according to Drucker, as poorly as they do today. That 
_some coalition of groups, including educators, could promote such 
a cause is only a validation of the tyrrany that a democratic so-
ciety can bring upon itself. 
Accountability, the "novel demand," or the "new expectation 
that no school (had) met before," that was "so historically ir-
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rational" that it means that today "most if not all students will 
learn something" is the reason that schools are in a state of cri-
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sts. Ten years ago, when he wrote "School Around The Bend," Dr. 
Drucker curiously suggested the schools look at the model of "the 
continuing education of adults" which, he said, is decentralized, 
has no built-in bureaucratic baggage: school boards, constituent 
publics, or "headlines," and is "capital intensive," that is, it 
has a high per-student investment in educational materials and 
devices. 
• •• continuing education already practices, 
though on a narrow, mostly vocational front, 
most of the basic principles of tomorrow's 
school. It is a working model, on a small 
scale, but it is proof of what we can achieve. 
It is also the most rapidly growing segment 
of organized education.
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There are flaws in Orucker 1 s thinking. He is looking at the 
mixture of programs in adult education as if these were one entity. 
They are not. And the in-place constituent publics and "boards" 
are as varied as the sponsoring organizations. 
Or. Drucker does not either acknowledge or recognize that the 
cry for accountability is also more a cry for economy. Business-
related continuing education can control its product and manage 
its cost-effectiveness. Public education is much broader, although 
perhaps not so intense as business education. /ts applicability 
is almost impossible to monitor in a free society, and its cost-
effectiveness operates under collectivistic-politicat strictures 
rather than capitalistic management needs. 
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He has said that education "is thus the cost center for the 
A • ,47 
... mertcan ecomony.' Yet he speaks of a need to make education 
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more capital intensive, generally. In public education, there 
is no more capital, we are told. We cannot even support adequate-
ly the systems that are now in place. How, then are we to fund a 
restructured curriculum that will train today's students to func-
tion competently in their world? Perhaps we cannot. 
Those who benefit most from the finished product of public 
education are not the recipients of such education. We have al-
ready established that for most there is little joy in learning. 
Business, industry, marketing, private and public services and 
government ••• these are the ones who benefit. And if post-formal, 
or "adult," or "continuing" education is so successful that it 
can afford to be capital intensive, Let it assume the responsi-
bility for specific technological education for its own narrow 
needs. Such a system would certainly be more cost-effective than 
a general technological public education. Such a system is also 
"basic" in its analogue to the apprenticeship program that exist-
ed before the industrial revolution. 
There is yet another comparison that needs to be made be-
tween public education and adult education. While curricula, 
class size, the availability of materials and other circumstances 
may change in public education during times of economic boom and 
economic bust, the system goes on ••• Umping perhaps, but still 
there. Not so with adult education, and particularly with in-
dustry-supported training programs. Where there is no need for 
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training new workers in a growing economy,· that 1·s h th , were e econ-
omy is static or falling, and there are no new workers needed, so 
also is there no need for continuing education. This is cost-ef-
fective and economy-responsive. It also dumps the onus for adult 
retraining onto government, a socialistic answer to a capitalistic 
di lemma. 
We have said, earlier, that education is no fun and that pub-
Lie education is not effective. Two questions come immediately to 
mind: Why should education be fun? And, if education is so bad, 
why isn't our society in the same sort of a shambles in which we 
find some industrialized semi-literate countries? The answer, if 
there is one, lies, I think, within the phenomenal pervasiveness 
of stylism in our country. With all of its faults, stylism does 
demand of its participants a certain level of Literacy and com-
petence. The actualization of greed is a competitive process. 
Perhaps greed is not an entirety negative characteristic. In the 
present political situation it might even be euphemistically re-
stated as "frontier independence.'' 
Although a vacation trip to any beachfront resort should 
provide convincing enough evidence to demonstrate to most of us 
that ''the Pepsi generation" is either a myth or the manifestation 
of an abject minority, the results of the compulsive consumption 
of snack and junk foods at the same Location should give us 
pause to wonder about the phenomenon of instant gratification 
characteristic of stylism. We might even find ourselves acting 
as participants! 
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Wanting everything now, or promoting the what's-in-it-for-
me attitude is like asking for ecstasy without considering the 
possible aqony. The way to be a model of the Pepsi qeneration 
is to be slim ••• a situation not always compatible with the com-
pulsive consumption of junk foods. 
Weight control means self-control and work. Fad diets are 
excuses for obesity. We may demand and obtain what is "right-
fully ours'' by fair means or foul, but we cannot so easily cover 
up gluttony. We lie to ourselves about our right to ownership or 
possession and we lie about the diet that failed ••• not the dieter. 
Next week we'll try another "quickie" diet ••• or some new pills. 
George a. Leonard says that educ a tion should provide "the 
achievement of moments of ecstasy. Not fun, not simply pleasure 
••• not the libido pleasure ••• but ecstasy, ananda, the ultimate 
delight. 1149 William H• Blanchard reco _gnizes that "insight ••• rep-
resents radicat ••• reorganization within the individual. It is 
the moment of awareness of creative possibilities, and as _ such it 
may be both exhilarating _and frightening.,,so In this same vein 
he concludes, "ecstasy without agony is baloney."
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To do a study involving a photo-enrichment class for fun is 
one thing. To analyze the data and look for reasons for the re-
sults / found, to try to understand the processes involved in our 
educational system is not like the first at alt. It is agony. 
is frightening. It is also delightfully satisfying. 
George Leonard says that "to learn is to change. Education 
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is a process that changes the learner." School changes child-
It 
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ren. School affects adults. I have been an observer and a parti-
c i pant. The question is: Jn what direction and in what way does 
school effect these changes? Does it create changes involving 
insi ght? And does the aqony produce ecstasy? Generally speaking, 
the answer is "no!" Most education is purposefully superficial. 
Worse yet, it is a conditioning devised to preserve the status 
quo. Jf, for instance, education promoted enquiry and awareness 
in everybody, what kind of society would we have? 
William Blanchard speaks to using the ~estalt therapy of 
Frederick Perts in the frame of reference of a factory worker. 
The worker expands his taste awareness, beginning with a vending-
machine sandwich, and in so doing becomes painfully aware of his 
drab surroundings. 
I continue the day in the full agony of 
awareness of who I am, where I am, and 
what I am doing. When I leave work I 
notice the faces on the subway. /s this 
what the world is really like? For a 
moment, I consider getting another job, 
but all those other dead bodies on the 
subway come from other jobs. Our society 
is filled with meaningless other jobs, 
and people spend the best and most use-
ful moments of their waking hours per-
forming these tasks. The awareness 
experiment has placed me in a painful 
and frightening dilemma, for I now real-
ize that I do not want to go on living 
in this kind of world. The intensity 
with which/ experience my surroundings 
increases my sense of urgency to the 
point of suicide or revolution.
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Jf society has a "hidden curriculum,"
54 
as posited ' by Jerome 
Bruner, perhaps it is that the real job of educators is to pre-
vent "the new generation from changing in any deep or significant 
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way," and "schools should go on with their essentially conserva-
tive function: passing on the established values and skills of the 
past. Perhaps schools should not change but civilize (restrict 
human behavior) white superimposing skiLLs and polish." 55 
With tongue in cheek, George B ■ Leonard is saying not what 
schools should do, but what they already do. If society does re-
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quire this of its educators, if it prevents real education 
(which presupposes change in the Learner) in favor of indoctrin-
ation to cultural norms, it also prevents both ecstasy and agony, 
promoting boredom! 
promoting stytism! 
In this Light, public education is seen as 
These are cultural values: to tune out, that 
is, become insensitive, to react superficiaLLy and to demand "our 
share," which is usually a rationalization of that which is more 
than our worth or entitlement. 
These are the phenomena we see guiding the dynamics of pub-
Lie education today. This is the system that provides the motives 
and sanctions with which we and our children learn to live. Yes, 
perhaps ten percent of the students have aberrent values: these 
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are the "grinds who (are) at best tolerated .· by their classmates." 
Because of these cultural values, an enrichment class, even 
of the student's own choosing, which (1.) did not relieve the 
student of any other social or educational responsibility (such 
as a sports program would), and (2.) which required effort and 
changes in perceptual behavior■■■ required new ways of thinking 
about old ideaS ■ • ■ would not enhance appropriate behavior in other 
classes that the student might be taking. Indeed, the process 
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would be antithetical to the real purposes and goals of the school 
system in which the students spend the rest of their time. More-
over, the substance of it would be in direct conflict with their 
styListic superficial preoccupations. 
Reflections on Perception 
My undergraduate degree was in English. I am particularly 
fond of some literature and drama. And, sometimes, when I find 
myself beleaguered by the unflinching linearity and logic of expo-
sition, I seek solace in simple truths found in art. Such was the 
case when I found myself looking for a means of demonstrating 
that perception (n. from the Latin perceptio. 1. Awareness of 
objects; consciousness. 2. Direct acquaintance with anything 
through the senses. Cf. sensation.) changes constantly. It is 
affected by time, place and state of mind. Experience colors it. 
Motives direct it. Laziness limits it. It is not reality. It 
is a sensual brush with the world outside the self. And, the 
more one limits his involvement with reality experiences, re-
placing these with stylism and multipurpose responses that sub-
vert a need for genuine answers, the more one limits his procli-
vity to ••• and his ability to ••• perceive. 
For someone with a perceptual problem, words without pic-
tures are an enigma, as / have said earlier (p. 20). For this 
person, traditional Literature with its dependence upon words is 
something to be avoided. This "someone" happens to be a steadily 
growing number of persons in our public schools, however, and 
many might weLL have difficulty in relating to such a passage as 
this from The Little Prince by Saint-Exupery. 
"Goodbye," said the fox. "And now here is 
my secret, a very simple secret: It is only 
with the heart that one can see rightly; 
what is essential is invisible to the eye." 
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Blanchard puts it another way when he says: 
There may be something about the act of 
knowing that makes it necessary for us to 
see things all at once and together as a 




Further, explaining the development of scientific theory, Dr. 
Blanchard notes that ideas for theoretical constructs oftentimes 
come into the scientist's mind as a "wild surmise" that sends the 
scientist off to spend "most of his time searching for facts to 
f i t it • 1160 
What, then, can be expected of public education in regard to 
the training of perceptual abilities? If I might be allowe .d to 
parody Pope, perhaps the answer could be something like this: 
Perception and cognition, both misapplied/ These hallowed walls 
do sense and thought dividet
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A gestalt perceptual psychologist whose specialty is art and 
creativity has said that "a child who enters school today faces a 
12-to 20-year apprenticeship in alienation. He learns to manip-
ulate a world of words and numbers, but he does not learn to ex-
perience the real world. At the end of his schooling he has been 
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conditioned to live in our culture." How much this comment 
echoes those of others I have quoted earlier in this paper! 
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Seymour Halleck speaks to the escape of stylism (pp. 12-15). 
Kate Moody speaks to unimaginative, unmotivated kids who have be-
come passengers in the fast-moving stream of life rather than par-
ticipants (pp. 20-21). Peter Drucker speaks to the joylessness 
that has always pervaded education (pp. 26-27). Earl C. Kelley 
raises the spectre of fear as a mover in education (p. 27). 
Jerome Bruner is concerned that "educational terrorism" may 
play a larger role in curriculum development (pp. 27-28). George , 
B. Leonard implies that there is little substantive changing that 
occurs in the Lives of students. Therefore there is no real Learn-
ing (pp. 32-33). William Blanchard equates education with insight 
and a "radical reorganization within the individual." He then 
demonstrates the chaos that would ensue if education really 
worked (pp. 32-33). 
The circumstance / find to be the saddest of all is this: 
The Little child who enters school is in-
finitely curious, and he is willing, as a 
rule, to give adult proposals a triat. This 
curiosity, at Least with regard to what is 
set out to be learned, gradually disappears. 
In the place of curiosity we accumulate re-
sistance. It gradually comes about that 
scarcely any adult proposal receives con-
sideration. Whatever it is we propose to 
set out for him, he is sure he wants none 
of it.
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When he wrote this observation in 1947, Earl c. Kelley had to 
deal with no media factor. The first significant increase '. in 
television saturation in the U.S. did not occur until the dee-
ade of the 1950's• During this decade, television ownership 
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64 jumped from four to fifty-three million seta. School has been 
alienating p e ople all along! Could it then be possible that tele-
vision, society and schools are but parts of a larger synchronous 
organism? And, if so, what? 
If we can assume some commonality of experience within our 
larger social structures, and, if indeed ; this commonality is the 
glue that makes the structure work, we need to consider to what 
extent the socializing forces outside of the schools prescribe 
the percepts and experiences that occur inside of the schools. 
Do the schools, in fact, even have to accept the responsibi Li ty 
that has been thrust upon them for the deterioration of enthusiasm 
that progresses as young people move through the halls of academia? 
I think not. 
Kelley has said that "we do not get our perceptions from 
the things around us, but ••• perceptions come from us. Since they 
do not come from the immediate environment (the present), and ob-
viousty cannot come from the future, they must come from the past, 
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they must be based on experience.' 
Kelley, however, was making assumptions from a school-age 
population. /n developmental jargon, these students would have 
"format operations" capability. Another writer, Bob Samples, 
speaks to a quality of being which has, for the most part, dis-
appeared by the age of those with whom Kelley worked. 
contends that: 
Much of what the young child experiences 
reflects the inventive metaphoric mode. 
Samples 
Yet the differences are simple. The in-
fant does not have Formal Operations capa-
bility, whereas adults usually do. But 
what most adults do not have is the child's 
attitude to invent and the strongly affil-
iating sensory skills that go along with it. 
Thus there is a tragic tradeoff that certainly 
Piaget never intended to happen ■ The intel-




Let us now Look at some of the above factors to see what re-
lationships we can devise ■ First, intellect (or cognitive devel-
opment) grows at the expense of sensual perception. Using the 
Piagetian model, we have from one and a half to two years of di-
rect interaction with his environment that a child experiences 
without language ■ From the ''end» of the sensorimotor stage to 
the first two years of school, approximately, the child is going 
through the process of integrating Language and pre-verbal ex-
periences in the preoperationaL or egocentric stage. By the time 
the child is eleven or twelve, he is into mathematical relation-
ships, ordering and defining relationships. This process has 
taken the child through the sixth grade. By the seventh grade, 
approximately, the child is ready for abstractions: algebra and 
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grammar ■ 
Second, Kelley's injunction that our perceptions come from 
us is only partly true ■ We are the sum of our experiences ■ New 
experiences may be filtered out of our awareness, certainty. But 
the extent to which this process is a pre-conscious one is de-
batable ■ To take his statement to its Logical conclusion would 
be to buy the premise th~t the human personality can be inten-
tionally programmed ■ 
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Third, in the thirty-five years since Kelley wrote, much has 
been done by way of experimentation with school curricula at just 
about every level. Even now we are still trying to recover from 
some of the difficulties that this experimentation caused. The 
"new math" is one case in point. Even as / write this paper, my 
wife, who will complete her Early Childhood Elementary Credential 
next year, and who will be certified for kindergarten through 
grade three, is taking a required math class in which she is re-
quired to learn mathematics theory so that she will be able to 
explain abstract concepts to students who should, at best, bw in 
the seventh grade! /s it any wonder that children tune out? 
Fourth, we have had media long before television. Scientific 
developments do not develop independently of one another. Growth 
in one application of science usually spurs growth in others. As 
our society becomes more technology-intensive, the interdependence 
grows. To say that Kelley did not have the media to contend with 
is not entirely true. What may be - true, however, is that as tech-
nology advances, it is always just a little bit ahead of the hu-
man organism's adaptive capabilities. 
Fifth, we have not yet suggested this, but stylism may be the 
only way in which the species now can adapt to changes occurring 
too rapidly for individual consideration. Faced with an over-
whelming information explosion, the human organism may be using 
stylism as a psychoneurotic response to a seemingly unsolvable 
problem. The paradox to this is that if most of us today are 
technologically dependent upon others for the upkeep, repair and 
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maintenance of the tools, machines and devices that both created 
our society and now hold that society together, we are finding 
fewer and fewer who will put up with the educational system as it 
is in order to Learn how to become the technicians to keep it 
going. At the same time, we are developing a Large pool of un-
skilled and semi-skilled personnel. 
dislocations are frightening. 
The implications of economic 
And a more basic question is: What kind of an education can 
prepare the next generation to build upon, or at least maintain, 
the growth and the development that is already here? Is it a job 
that the public schools can handle? And, assuming that we could 
afford its cost, how could we reach the stylists so that they 
might become a productive part of the plan? 
IMAGES AND SEQUENCES: TH£ PROJECT 
Intent of the Project 
A review of the Revised Project Proposal (Appendix C) will 
give the reader a fair, but partially skewed idea of the goals I 
had in mind when I set out to provide a photo-enrichment class at 
the junior high school Level. 
The concept of first teaching young people how to see with a 
camera, and then showing them how to shoot pictures for an idea 
development or story-telling sequence is not a new one. My per-
sonal exposure to such an educational device dates from the 1971 -
1972 school year. 
During that year, my oldest son was in the first grade at 
Joaquin Elementary School in Provo, Utah, where I had moved the 
family while I did graduate work at the BYU• The fifth grade at 
Joaquin had~ that year, obtained a federal grant for equipment 
and supplies to fund a "visual literacy" program. Using simple 
cameras, transparency film and audio-visual quality recorders, 
the students had put together slide-tape presentations. My wife 
and I took Noel and his younger siblings to the showings and we 
were quite favorably impressed. Yes, they had made slide-tapes, 
but what was "visual Literacy?" Could it, Like print Literacy, 
be measured? I had no easy confidence about the term then. I 
have no confidence even now about how one measures the processes 
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that a person goes through in imaging visual perceptions and un-
derstanding that which he perceives. 
At the point of my initial exposure to "visual literacy," 
it would be another eight years before Kate Moody would speak to 
it in her book, Growing Up On Television (See P• 22; also end-
note 32.) and the idea, then, of making students into media pro-
ducers as well as consumers was definitely not widespread• Mrs. 
Moody's construct of visual literacy as an ability comparable to 
that found in print media, only one in which pictures are used 
instead, leaves me feeling as though I'd started a book by first 
reading chapter five, or as though I came in during the middle of 
the movie. Something seemednot to make sense. 
Jeff Berner had not written The Photographic Experience: 
Awakening Vision Through Conscious Camerawork until 1975. 68 Bob 
Samples had not burst forth with his effusive The Metaphoric 
Mind: A Celebration of Creative Consciousness until 1976.
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And 
Jean-Raphael Staude had not edited and compiled his Consciousness 
and Creativity until 1971.
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/n 1976 1 Noel had completed a school year at Mosswood Elemen-
tary, an art-alternative school in Oakland, California, which re-
quired a portfolio for admission. Part of the curriculum at 
Mosswood (where / sometimes acted as tutor) was cinematography. 
Art was involved in the entire curriculum, however, and an after-
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school course in experimental photography was offered. 
The education of vision had gone on for centuries, Literally. 
John Whiting, in Photography is a Language had demonstrated for 
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us in 1946 the extent that photography, wedded to printing, had 
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changed our world forever. At the opposite end of the same 
spectrum, Watter Gropius, in 1959, was bemoaning the effect of 
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technology in stifling the senses. 
Certainty, visual Literacy was not photojournalism, nor was 
it developmental aesthetics. Yet, in the examples of visual edu-
cation I had seen, it was a bit of both, although perhaps not the 
best of either. It could be improved in practice, but already it 
was a toot for teaching people to be discriminating in their use 
of visual perceptions. 
The practice was developing, and the process of educating the 
visual senses for pragmatic as welt as aesthetic reasons was 
gaining respectability. By the time I had returned my family to 
Utah and had completed work for the Utah Secondary Credential at 
USU in December, 1977, I noted that the Instructional Media Depart-
, f • • t l. t 74 ment o ered a course 1n v1sua l eracy. 
My intent with "Images and Sequences" was, initially to Limit 
the course material to Learning how to see and sequence images. 
Students at the junior high school Level were to use simple cam-
eras and concentrate on the photographic image onty. There was 
to be no involvement with the technology of photography as such. 
I was concerned enough with the significance of having every-
one in the project work with the same toots to cause me to explore 
the possibility of an industry grant of materials, or at Least a 
Loan of equipment. This search took place in January and February, 
1981. There were no benefactors. 
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I scrapped the idea of a grant or a Loan and re-wrote the 
project proposal as it now appears in Appendix C. The revision 
placed the onus for class expenses entirely on the resources of 
the student, a development which may have had the effect of ex-
eluding some of the students from participation. If it did, there 
is no way of rationally assessing just who else might have at-
tended, and how these others might have related to the course con-
tent and structure. 
This also meant, however, that the course materials I would 
bring to share had to be planned to include those who would be 
using 35 mm. cameras of all descriptions as well as Kodak /nsta-
matics and others of the 126 format. To allow adjustable cameras 
presumed the need for some instruction in their use. And for the 
novice in the group, technology and art sometimes proved mutually 
frustrating. As a teacher, I also found myself divided between 
art and technology. 
As a project developer and social investigator I had to keep 
in mind that the reason for being of the after-school course was 
not simply to teach photography, visual Literacy or whatever, but 
to assess just how such a course might possibly heLp students who 
had been doing marginally in other classes. This was to be the real 
payoff I 
Methods and Procedures 
Jn order to provide a photo-enrichment class for junior high 
school students, a curriculum had to be devised and materials had 
to be prepared. 
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In order to come to any reasonable conclusions about student 
behavior or motivation, toots for measuring, assessing and comparing 
had to be invented• 
In order to have a class at att, students had to be solicited. 
And, in order to determine whether or not the target population 
was represented, students had to be screened. 
This involved cooperation of the administration and faculty 
at Logan Junior High School, clearances and approval by the Logan 
School District, waiver of Liability forms from the parents and 
participation by the students. 
Development of the Curriculum 
With the intent of putting students into situations in which 
they not only had to capture images, but from which sequences of 
images would Logically and artistically fottow, I developed a photo-
art curriculum with materials, activities and assignments for the 
six weeks of the project. These included approximately six hun-
dred Ektachrome transparencies in 35 mm. and 126 formats. These 
were separated and put into carousel trays so as to fottow the 
sequence of the assignments (See Appendix C, P• viii.). 
Students were given information regarding costs and equip-
ment (See Appendix c., P• vi.), and reminded to "sit down with a 
paper and pencil and work out a budget•" 
The students were advised further that "the focus of the 
class wilt be to capture images, and images in sequence, on trans-
parency film to show as slides•" (See Appendix C, P• iv.) They 
were atso advised that they would have to pay for their own 
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equipment and materials. They were advised that they would prob-
ably use a minimum of one cassette or cartridge of film per week. 
(See Appendix C, P• iv.) The parental release form, also, alerted 
parents to costs, advising that either parents or the students 
would need to provide equipment, film, and processing for the 
course. All parents signed. (See Appendix C, P• vii.) 
In the formulation of the curriculum, costs were considered 
as one of the most important factors. If students could not af-
ford to take the class, they wouldn't come. 
The Kodak /nstamatic 126 I used was twelve years old. A sim-
ilar, new camera at Skaggs, in 1981, cost $14.99. Students were 
advised, however, to use what they had ••• inctuding 35 mm, and 110 
format (£ktraLite, etc.). did not really encourage 110 use, but 
rather encouraged the person with the 110 format to come• 110 is 
a fine format for snapshots, but it does not enlarge or project 
welt, and shows excessive grainess when it does. 
Film costs and developing expense was noted . as well• (See 
Appendix C, P• vi.) Transparency film, at Skaggs, was $3.09 per 
cartridge• Skaggs was the cheapest Local supplier. Time for pro-
cessing, generally, ran about five days. Developing done through 
Skaggs was also least expensive, costing $1.49 per cartridge, with 
occasional specials at $.99. One day developing was available at 
USU Photo Services for $2.25 1 a discounted price for the project. 
Black and white prints would run from $.60 more than the 
price of transparency film for 35mm. to $.12 Less than the price 
of transparency film for 126 cartridges. Color prints would 
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cost from $1.92 to $2.62 more than transparencies, normalty. 
Someone using color print fitm would therefore spend from $11.58 
to $15.72 over and above the cost of transparency film and pro-
cessing. 
I supplied a transparency sorter and trays, and advised that 
I could get trays for the students (if they wished) for $3.95, ptus 
tax, through USU Photo Services. 
intentionally did not plan to do any development of Ekta-
chrome with the students ••• atthough / do my own much of the time. 
I did not wish to mix issues: images and processing. For anyone 
with a good thermometer, a stopwatch, a changing bag or a da ·rkroom, 
an invertible/ submersible tank, a few bottles, photo chemistry, 
a tot of patience and experience in black-and-white negative fitm 
developing, color transparency developing can be a real joy. For 
the uninitiated, it means learning a tot of detailed information 
while simultaneously using this information within the confines of 
working conditions for the chemistry that sometimes specify plus 
or minus half a degree Farenheit, and fifteen seconds of Loading 
and draining times for each of seven solutions. For the unini-
tiated, this sort of an introduction to film processing might well 
prove to be sheer terror and frustration. 
The sequence of assignments was desiqned to get students 
right into people pictures: expressions, series of expressions, 
changes of mood, ••• foltowed by pictures of people doing things. 
My reasons for the order of the sequence were: (1.) "People pic-
tures pressure an involvement with the subject, and (2.) ''Doing" 
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pictures Look terribly phoney if there is no involvement or rap-
port between the photographer and the model. The ideal is one of 
detachment from the camera and affinity between model and photo-
grapher, 
Success in the second kind of picture presumes some expertise 
in the first. As a matter of practicality, too, this process 
teaches the photographer to see the exact moment in which the 
shutter shoutd be released. 
Selection of Students 
I prepared for a Lot of students, even thinking that if I 
needed could set up two sections. Exceeding that, I would, in-
sofar as parents were concerned, determine enrottment by Lottery 
(See Appendix c. P• vii.). 
The proposal was to have the counseling and administrative 
staff select students that were not doing weLt and solicit them 
to comprise half of the enrollment in the project (See Appendix 
C, P• ii.). The selection process was not to be solicitous, rigid, 
compulsory or forced in any way. 
Students who were interested in the project could sign up 
for it in the office, where they would be given an informational 
packet. Others who did not want to sign the sheet were offered 
the packet to take home and took at anyway. 
How this arrangement worked wilt be discussed in the sec-
tion describing the project. 
Presentation of the Course 
The course was designed around presentations of photo-art 
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transparencies in carousel trays. The transparencies for Day One 
(See Appendix B.), for instance, followed the schedule for 3-30-81 
(See Appendix C, P• xv.) and the "Selection of Assignments" (See 
Appendix c. P• viii.). The course progreased through the demon-
strati on material for the nine "assignments'' over a six-week per-
iod from March 30, 1981 through May 6, 1981, after school on Monday 
and Wednesday afternoons. Classes Lasted for sixty to seventy-
five minutes and were over in time for the student to catch the 
activity bus at 4:15 P.M •• 
Assessment Materials 
In the Project Proposal (See Appendix C, P• ii.) I spoke to 
keeping a performance Log and designed one to be used for this 
purpose (See Appendix C, P• x.J. I had abandoned this form by 
the time the course began, opting to keep "Daily Memos." These 
are to be found together, and comprise Appendix B. 
The "Student Questionnaire" which was given out with the 
"Projected Costs," the waiver of Liabi Lity, and the "Selection 
of Assignments" (See Appendix C, PP• ix, vi, vii, and viii re-
spectively.) was designed , to elicit responses for one question 
only: "Do you read comic books?" 
There seems to be something of an analogy in the construction 
of comic strips and in the construction of story-boards for the 
visuat media. I had presupposed that a "Literacy" in the comic 
strips woutd telt me something about an ability in sequencing 
visual images. Only four completed this questionnaire. 
insufficient information to justify its use. 
I had 
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Another form devised and abandoned was the incident report 
form (See Appendix C, P• xiii.). It was a clumsy affair which 
might have worked in a larger setting with a larger class (or 
classes) and a subsequently higher number of students being daily 
referred by their classroom teachers to administration or counsel-
ing for problems. With a series of cha~ts, generated over time, 
it might be possible to plot a behavior pattern for a given stu-
dent, thus giving a graphic indication of behavior change. 
The "Counselor/Administrator Student £valuation Form" (See 
Appendix C, P• xii.) was answered a bit differently than I had 
anticipated. The responses to this form generated the materials 
for the Compilation and Comparison: Counselor/ Administrator 
Student Evaluation Forms" to be found in Appendix A\ 
The first two sections of Appendix A: "Compilation Forms: 
How Different Teachers See Individual Students, and How Individual 
Teachers See Different Students," were compiled from the "Student 
Evaluation Form'' given to teachers of classes the project students 
took in the regular daytime schedule. 
Some of the information delineated for optimistic consider-
ation in the exit evaluation checksheet (See Appendix C, P• xiv.) 
does appear at various places in this report, but it does not ap~ 
pear together in any one place, and for alt students. As my in-
volvement in the project grew, and as circumstances changed, these 
"formats" became guides with which to speak about a certain few of 
the students, and then in relevant terms onty. 
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The Last four sections in Appendix A are a compilation of 
numerical and written student and parent responses surveyed after 
the course was completed. The survey forms are to be found in 
Appendix C, pages xvii through xx. 
There is a certain amount of incongruity in a project such as 
this one. The method of artistic instruction is basically simple, 
straightforward, time-consuming, and does not Lend itself to sum-
mary or conclusion. The procedure of analysis is essentially 
complex, divergent, time-consuming, and tends itself to some con-
clusions and more questions. 
Because of the size, cost, publication difficulties and the 
problem of inclusion of student work with attendant questions of 
ownership, I have not considered an art appendix to this paper. 
More imp or tan t Ly, however, / have not considered such an appendix 
because art is not the question herein. ft is a toot for gaining 
information about motivation. Art, as a process, pervades every-
thing that was done, to some extent, and with this in mind I now 
invite the reader to come into the project i tse Lf, through the 
photo-art medium upon which it is built. 
SJ 
The Project 
People are more difficult to photograph than things, parti-
ally because the person with the camera is invading the "space" 
or privacy of his subject, partially because people tend to pose 
and thus destroy spontaneity or sensitivity and partially because 
the person behind the camera is intimidated by a subject which can 
Look back at him• Yet, with these difficulties, "people pictures" 
can be the most arresting and engaging of att. 
Knowing this, I arranged a curriculum of sorts based on a 
sequence of progressively more involved shots, or a "selection of 
assignments," that built from individual expression, through mood 
and mood changes, to sequenced shots of people doing things, and 
••• hopefully displaying honest emotions about the things being 
done. 
When my materials were ready, I brought this process into the 
classroom, where on the first day of the project I took my /nsta-
matic 126 and had the students shoot pictures of each other in a 
''Loosenin~ up" exercise. On the second day of the class, I showed 
them the pictures they had taken and the mistakes that they had 
made. Better yet, they saw their successes immediately. 
/n the process of creating honest materials for the project, 
had spent several weeks in shooting transparency film in thot 
instamatic. / was .experimental in my approach, assuming a "what 
if the student were to do this" attitude• And on a couple of 
occasions / even sent my thirteen year-old son, Toby (his age in 
early 1981), out to shoot a roLL of film with minimal instructions. 
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I kept the results of our goof-ups as well as the success-
ful pictures, and at the end of my preparations had processed some 
ten-to-fifteen rolls of 20-exposure cartridge film. 
When I found that I had to redesign the project to accom-
modate 35 mm. camera users, I went to my stock files first, then 
exposed perhaps eight-to-ten 24 - exposure cartridqes of Ektachrome, 
shooting experiments in sequencing. 
At the end of the photo preparations, I loaded some 600 
transparencies of both 126 and 35 mm. formats into carousel trays 
for presentations , coordinating these according to the schedule 
I had prepared for the students (See Appendix C, P• xv •• ) 
The class was to be held in a seminar fashion, with students 
participating, providing input, Looking for constructive means of 
helping each other and, ultimately, working together on a sequen-
cing project. It didn't happen. They couldn't work together. 
One half of the photo-enrichment class was to be chosen by 
counselor intervention from students performing poorly in school. 
Because of the limited number who came to the course, counselor 
intervention was not possible. As it turned out, information Leads 
to a new definition of "problem kids," and counselor intervention 
in the manner intended would have confused the issue. 
The course was advertised by means of six eleven-by-fourteen 
inch color prints (matted to 16 x 20) that were predominantly dis-
played in a hallway case and another in the media center• With 
each picture display were the following signs, done on seven-by-
eleven inch card stock with black and red inks using the rapido-
guide .system: 
LIKE TO TAKE PICTURES? 
IM~GES & SEQUENCES -- a non-credit class in 
photography wilt be given on Monday and on 
Wednesday afternoons, after school, from 2:45 
until 4 - 4:15 so that people won't miss their 
activity bus. Class runs March 30 through May 6. 
The class is designed to be affordable! 
A Kodak /nstamatic 126 camera (bought in 
May, 1969) was used to test assignments ••• 
some of which were done by a 13 year-old! 
More information in the office! 
We wilt be using 
Ektachrome transparency film 
to create images & sequences 
for slide projection. 
Can you tell which of these 
prints was first a slide? 
Which were taken by 
young people? 
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It was also advertised over the public address system (See 
Appendix C, P• iii.), in the home-room bulletin (See Appendix C, 
P• iv.) and in the office where a sign-up sheet was available 
(See Appendix C, P• v.). Students could , whether they signed up 
or not, receive an informational packet of: (1.) Projected Costs 
and Materials, (2.)Parental Consent and Waiver Form, (3.) A Sel-
ection of Assignments, and (4.) A Student Questionnaire (See Ap-
pendix C, PP• vi-xi.). 
The curriculum was right "up front," with students receiving 
a two-page handout of class dates and items to be covered. This 
was not in the informational packet, but was aiven out on the 
first day of class (See Appendix C, PP• xv-xvi.)• 
Although the information was clear, "up front," _qiven orally 
and repeated• I had to modify the schedule by the third day of 
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class. By this t ime, several problems had surfaced and began to 
develop simultaneously. These were: 
1. Students who were taking pictures of people 
were responding to shyness, but in differ-
ent ways. F.D. was shooting ''stand-up" pix 
at an apparent distance of twenty feet or better. 
B.R. was getting into her pix by shooting sneak-
up candids of boys! 
2. Students were shooting black and white and 
color negative film, both of which are more .-
expensive than shooting Ektachrome trans-
parencies. 
3. Although this was the second week of class, 
some still had the same film in their cam-
eras that they had had before the class 
began. J.M. stilt had not taken a picture of 
anything. She had gotten her 110-format cam-
era for Christmas, and apparently seldom used 
it. 
4. Some, like K.H., M.T. and M.R. brought ad-
justable, older cameras and needed basic 
photo skills taught them. My response was _ 
to go through the class materials first; then, 
afterwards when others would not be inconven-
ienced by the time spent away from art, go over 
individual situations with them . This seemed 
to work. And one, M.R., seemed to be getting 
a Lot of help at home. 
5. A kind of photo "snobbishness" tried to ap-
pear, with curious results. P.v., A.S. and 
T.R. had come in with some varying degrees of 
previous experience. Of the three, T.R. came 
with subtle defiance ••• a "teach me'' attitude 
and a new Fujica match-needle camera with a 
43-80 mm. zoom Lens, whicH 1 he flaunted. I did 
not pick up on his challenge, immediately, but 
accidently more than met it in the procesa of 
demonstrating pictures for the class and Leading 
them in a discussion of artistic qualities. 
Inasmuch as no student work was ready, I set 
up an ''extra" tray of my more commercial 
(rather than artistic) pix. T.R. became sud-
denly quiet. Of the three, A.S. who undoubtedly 
had the most prior photographic experience, 
attended the most and continued the Lonqest. 
6. With the exception of A.S., some of the 
most exciting work was done by newcomers 
to photography. M.R. did a transparency 
series of portraits in mirrors which was realty 
quite sensitive. o.w. finally got into trans-
parency film to her delight, and did some nice 
work toward the end of the course. But many 
never did follow the course outline, use the 
correct materials or follow toward a goat in-
volving sequences. 
So, from day three, through the end of the project, / realized 
that I could not expect the students to do more than to use me 
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as a resource person for the projects that they, themselves, 
wanted to do, occasionally Learning from me by example and osmo-
sis. I also believe that one, in particular, and perhaps others 
were using the course as an excuse to bypass familial attitudes 
about the cost of photography. I now wonder if there were others 
who tried to do this, and failing, gave up the course. I do 
know that an opposite sort of dynamic was working in the case of 
N.o •• He had no desire to come, but his father(who is a teacher 
at Logan Junior High and who wanted to come himsetn sent N.D •• 
He came three times and talked his father into Letting him quit. 
(I am not certain, but / think that N.D. used the course as an ex-
cuse to be AWOL from other responsibitities ••• cLaiming to be at 
the class when he wasn 1 t ••• and finally qot caught.) 
/n spite of the dynamics mentioned above, I did continue to 
demonstrate materials and talk about art and aesthetics with the 
class members who came, although my scheduling felt off by about 
one week. 
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Perhaps the most singularly important part of the infor-
mation-gathering I was able to do on this project came from the 
teacher responses to my "Student £valuation Form" (See Appendix 
C, P• xi.). One teacher sent me a handwritten note saying that 
he was offended by the questions, thought that they were irrel-
evant and none of my business and would not answer them. 
There may have been others who felt similarly. Of the thirty-
eight teachers on staff, thirty-three had one or more of the par-
ticipants in the photo-enrichment class in a course they taught. 
I sent forms to these thirty-three, but received responses from 
only twenty-five ••• not counting the handwritten response. 
The form was originally intended to be used in a "before the 
c Lass" and "after the class" mode. Along with the forms that did 
not come back at aLl, some did not come back immediately. Some 
did not even come back soon. Because of the delay, I reconsidered 
and did not use them after the fact. I felt that there would not 
be enough of a time Lapse between forms, and the first set of forms 
had given me cause to pause. 
/ had devised the student form for scalar responses somewhat 
Like a semantic differential. Some responses seemed to be flat, 
and some to be quite strong in their intent. This Led me to won-
der who was saying what about whom. So/ made two sets of com-
pilation forms. The first one plotted how different teachers see 
individual students. This led to some fairly enlightening infor-
mation about the percepts teachers have. The second one plotted 
how individual teachers see different students. The curiosity 
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here was in the number of teachers who plotted "bland" or flat 
lines. Some lines were so flat that they seemed to completely 
depersonalize the individual that they were supposed to be char-
acterizing. 
What do the forms telt us? Welt, in the first place, the 
teachers did not plot a line. They made check marks on the 
"Student £valuation Form." When / got the responses back, / was 
intrigued by the fact that I could connect the check marks to 
plot a trait of responses. I was then intrigued by similarities 
and differences in teacher responses, and so used the same infor-
mation twice to make the two sets of forms. 
Turn with me now to the first form in the section "How Dif-
ferent Teachers See Individual Students." The first form is for 
the student, ,~.c. 11 Teacher responses are designated i by the num-
bers: 16 - 38 - 2 - 11e Of the four responses, all but the chart 
for teacher number 11 are fairly flat. 
Now, in the next section, "How /ndi vi dual Teachers See Di f-
ferent Students," look for teacher number 16. You will not find 
an entry. You will find a chart for teacher number 38. This 
teacher used only four of the eleven scalar choices for the three 
students reported. And all three students group into the A-/B+ 
grade range• Everybody wa.s "fine!" 
Before we follow a pattern through the forms, Let me state 
the reason for the absence of a number 16 in the teacher reports. 
/ compiled combination forms for all of the twelve students for 
which / had adequate information. Then, in compiling forms from 
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teacher information I was confronted with twenty-five charts that 
could be made. Some of these might be single-student charts, in 
fact. So I rather arbitrarily Limited the number of teacher charts 
to the same number as those I had compiled for the students. The 
raw nnterials are still inmyfiLes, but more information is not 
necessarily better. We are painting with a fairly wide brush, 
here, and twelve of twenty-five (or thirty-three) is a better tea-
cher representation than the student representation! 
In the case of M.C., we would also find no teacher entry for 
number 2, but the teacher entry for number 11 is interesting, a~d 
we shalt return to it momentarily. 
Back to the rather flat response of teacher number 38! Here 
we note only one real, though slight, variance. 110.w. 11 is plotted , 
farther to the right, consistently, than the other two. This may 
not mean anything especiaLLy, but if we Look at her chart we run 
into another curiosity: None of the four teachers see her with 
much similarity. Her grades range from a B+ to a D+• Are these 
teachers reporting the same person? 
o.w. comes to school. Does she cut her classes, or a part 
of them? There is a range of six scalar responses in her atten-
dance, five in personal health (cleanliness), three in general 
health, five in how she is Liked by her peers and five in a 
"guesstimation" of her intelligence. 
Stay in Appendix Ai but now turn to the "Counse Lor/ Admi n is-
tra tor Student £valuation Forms." Here we find that standardized 
tests show her to have an average intelligence. Principal 
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Haslam and Vice-Principal Maughan indicated that they were im-
pressed that her abi Li ty was ''above average, 11 and her behavior 
"above expectations." Counselor Morris had no entry for either 
issue. 
If there had been a real attendance problem, the responses 
from administration and counseling would have been entirety dif-
ferent. 
We can follow her through the other forms in Appendix A, as 
we can do for many of the students in the project. For instance, 
we see her at item #2 on the form:"Student Questionnaire Written 
Responses•" Here, she may be demonstrating that she remembers 
things and is competent. She stated that she came 10 of 12 times, 
and showed materials once. Both figures are correct. She is an 
enthusiastic person, in my judgment. In #11, she liked "the show 
of pictures. 11 In #13, she said she "didn't know" what she Liked 
least about the course ■ In #15, she said "it's ok" in response 
to her percepts cif her parents• feelings ~bout the course ■ 
On the form:"Parent Questionnaire Written Responses/ 1 at item 
#2 we find a parent reporting that she was buying her camera "with 
her own money•" At item #11, the parent who responded to the en-
quiry responded in the affirmative when asked if the experience 
with this course should be extended into other areas. 
I am not so concerned with bubbly, effervescent, sometimes 
silty-acting young people who may be seen by some teachers as 
being goof-offs, compulsive talkers or noisy as I am about the 
student who is seen to be the ''model" of circumspection, with 
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no problems at atl ••• not even mild acne. 
I suggested earlier that we would need to return to the chart 
for teacher number 11. Here we find "M•T•" who does everything 
right and seldom even daydreams. His chart is significant in that 
it is displayed with others that have a generally Large degree of 
variance. These charts, as I explained earlier (p. 59) were con-
structed from individual student evaluation forms, one to a : .stu-
dent. Each student form was made into a chart by connecting the 
check marks on it, and then alt of the student charts for a given 
teacher were superimposed on the same form to give the compilation 
form we are Looking at now. 
Now, turn to the student chart for M.T •• Here we find four 
teachers Listed, and four responses. One teacher Lists him clear 
off the "good" end of the scalar responses, but indicates that he 
is getting an A-• Teacher #37 puts him into the second-from-
Left scalar response in regard to tatking in class, horsing 
around and, oddly, for having acne. He is in the third scalar 
response, however, for daydreaming. Teacher #1 gives him a straight 
Line down the page until he comes to the item regarding M.T.•• 
relationships with his peers. From here on, the graph zig-zags 
over to a C grade. 
On the administrative forms, we find that M.T. is brilliant, 
Principal Haslam and Counselor Morris have no entry for perceived 
ability. Vice-Principal Maughan rates him as "above average•" 
The same is true of perceived behavior. 
rates him as "above expectations." 
Vice-Principal Maughan 
In the "Student Questionnaire Written Responses," item #2, 
M.T. indicates that he came five tim•s• He came three times. 
Meanwhile, on the parent form, at item #2, his mother advised 
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that the camera he used was "one we had." At item #3 she stated 
that "our chi Ld did not complete." At item #7, which was optional 
and was to be answered if the response to #6 indicated that the 
student's self-esteem had improved, she said, "Can't answer be-
cause our child did not complete. He got Lost very early in the 
class. He became discouraged because he didn't understand con-
cepts and dropped out." 
At item #9 she again did not respond to the question directly, 
but stated again, "Fett defeated because he didn't understand. 
Co·urse need (sic) to begin at a more elementary Level." As to 
the idea of expanding enrichment programs (item #11), she said 
that the "basic idea and philosophy is good." 
M.T., according to the Logan Herald-Journal, received his 
Eagle Scouting Award last summer. He has a paper route with about 
seventy customers. His father is an assistant professor of civil 
engineering at the USU• 
My curiosity got the better of my Lethargy, and I went back 
to my raw data to develop a reason for this lack of understanding 
in an "A" student who always did everything right. The only grade 
below an A/A- that M• T. had going for him in Apri L, 1981, involved 
a course in which non-cognitive, non-Linear thinking was required. 
The photo-enrichment course was almost entirety involved with the 
process of thinking in images rather than in words! 
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M.T. had become a manipulator "of words and numbers" as Dr. 
Arnheim had explained and as I had reported earlier in this pa-
per (p. 36). Hf!!! could not relate to visual images and did not 
comprehend artistic values and judgments. In a very real sense, 
he was missing as much in his education as someone with ability 
to manipulate and manage sense images but without competence in 
words and numbers. Education can afford to slight neither! 
Before we leave this business of looking at students, teachers, 
counselors and administrators, I would Like to introduce my readers 
to B.R •• On her student chart we see the results of plotting the 
graphs of four teachers for comparison purposes. Just who is this 
person, and why are there such Large variances in the way teachers 
perceive her? Again, I re-checked the raw data. This time I did 
not find a pattern that was so clear. Her Lowest and second-
highest grades were in cognitive areas. Her highest and next-to-
Lowest grades were in areas involving visual thinking. 
There is no chart for teachf!!!r #8• Teacher #11, as / have 
said (p. 62) has a Large degree of variance among student charts. 
This indicates, usuaLLy, a teacher with a developed competence to 
individualize students. The charts for teacher #3 also show in-
di vi du a L i za t i on. There is, however, one "J•M•" on her chart who 
is another with a fairly straight-Line profile similar to that 
of ,-,.r •• The giveaway in her raw data is found in a foreign-
Language capability that is Less than is found in her other sub-
jects ••• particutarLy the ones requiring Linearity and cognition. 
Competence in non-native Languages comes by reduction to images, 
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not by the textbook-translations that were used twenty-four years 
ago, have substituted in Languages at Logan Junior High, and 
this is my observation. 
There is no chart for teacher #23, 
In item #2 of the "Student Questionnaire Written Responses," 
B,R. stated that she came seven times and showed work on three 
<.>ccasions, These responses coincide with my class records, At 
item #11 which asks "what, specifically, did you like about this 
course?" she responded by saying "It was fun," In response to 
item #14 she stated that the school should offer other courses, 
but did not know which ones, 
On the parent forms her mother indicated that her father had 
bought the camera (item #2), that the course cost too much (item 
#3),,,and when I picked up the forms at their house, she said the 
same, 
Principal Haslam, on the "Counselor/Administrator Student 
£valuation Forms," indicates a perception of average ability for 
B,R,, as also does Vice-Principal Maughan, Counselor Morris ma.de 
no entry. 
fn the area of perceived behavior, Principal Haslam indicates 
"negative" interests (i,e, "destructive") and behavior below ex-
pectations. Vice-Principal Maughan and Counselor Morris do not 
comment about interests, but label her as having "behavior prob-
lems. '' 
According to schooL records, B,R, is briLLiant! 
I am indebted to Murray Maughan for his concern in going 
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into the school records after filling out his "Counselor/ Admin-
istrator Student £valuation Form" (p. xii, Appendix C). 
The only clues I have to B.R. 1 s class performance and her 
perceived ability and ~erformance by the faculty and adminis-
tration at Logan Junior High come from personal observation. / 
had to return to her home three times in order to obtain the 
information and forms needed for this study. I found a videoholic 
who would forget to do basic thinqs because she was watching the 
daytime "soaps'' on television. The family seemed a bit disorgan-
ized, having dinner from McDonalds with a wheeled-in portable TV 
(a black-and-white one) being the center of interest. The time, 
too, was after dinner (We do not generally eat early.), and after 
other family business and a trip from Smithfield to Loqan for the 
forms. 
a.R., perhaps, is one capable of thinking both cognitively 
and visually. She is alert, but she is undependable, inconsistent 
and not particularly involved with anything but her vicarious ex-
periences dictated by the tube. I would estimate her addiction 
costs her fifty-to-sixty hours a week in time lost to other pur-
suits. 
Contamination Factors 
On the first day of the photo-enrichment class, Mrs. Sidney 
Farr, an English and publications instructor at the junior high, 
asked if she might sit in. Rather than expose the dual nature of 
the project, a situation/ couldn't allow, and not knowing how to 
tactfully tell her that the class was for the young people only 
inasmuch as it seemed that a number of them had either accom-
panied her or vice-versa, I had her stay for the day's class. 
This was on March 30, 1981 ■ 
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I telephoned Mrs. Farr the same evening to advise her of the 
motivational and research aspects of the project. We had a pleas-
ant conversation, during the course of which/ learned that she 
was in a bind in her publications function at school ■ She said 
that she needed help in photographic printing and related work. 
On March 31 1 1981, at the first session of Art 540, a sem-
inar-style photography studio class at the Utah State University 
in which graduate students develop their own projects, I con-
ferred with Dr ■ Clark about a combination photo-essay portfolio 
of junior high school students doing their yearbook ••• while also 
helping them in the darkroom ■ He agreed, and I set out to con-
tact Mrs. Farr white writing the proposal for Dr. Clark. 
I saw Mrs. Farr again on April 1, 1981, and offered her my 
services, only to be told that they were »alt caught up,» and 
would not be needing my help. / was surprised, but thanked her 
for her time and, as my Daily Reminder indicates, began looking 
for another studio project for Art 540. 
/n my rather extensive substitute teaching during the spring 
of 1980 ••• a year before the project ■ •• I had gotten to know many 
of the young people ■ One young lady who had been a ceramics 
student of mine had shown an interest in the photo ctass, but, 
with multitudes of involvements in other school activities ■■■ in-
eluding yearbook ■■■ had not enrolled ■ I met Rosalie in the halt-
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way as I was leaving school after the last class of the project 
on May 6, 1981. She was carrying a stack of yearbook Layout 
pages. I asked her how yearbook was qoing and she recited a lit-
any of picture and layout problems that had to be redone and work 
that was awfully Late. She said that she thought the Last of the 
material had been sent to the printer that week. I Later Learned 
that she had been optimistic. Herald Printing did not get the 
Last of the book until May 22, 1981! 
Aside from the inconsistencies of my dealings with Mrs. Farr, 
I noted that six of the students who originally enrolled in the 
project, and who dropped out by the second meeting ••• when Mrs. 
Farr reversed herself on needing hetp ••• were all students of hers. 
I have mentioned that of the thirty-three teachers from whom 
I requested student evaluations, eight did not respond. Of the 
eight, five taught English. In other words, 62.5% of the non-
responding teachers were from the department in which Mrs. Farr 
taught. This is a disproportionately Large number of teachers to 
come from any one department. 
Other than the administration and Mrs. Farr, no one at the 
Logan Junior High School had been advised of the dual nature of 
the project. / suspect that the confidentiality of the project 
was destroyed, either purposefully or otherwise, in conversations 
among English Department faculty, and that the students became 
aware of circumstances to some degree, partially causing the mass 
exodus of Mrs. Farr's students. If my assumption is true at aLL, 
it casts serious doubts on the validity of findings. 
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Findings and Assumptions 
The basic question now is: Can we demonstrate in this parti-
cular project that the provision of an after school photo-enrich-
ment course helped to improve school relationships, behavior and 
performance for the participants? We cannot. So long as the 
conclusions must be drawn against group results and responses, 
there is no hard evidence to prove that the course did anything 
to improve these target qualities. 
If, then, we cannot, the corollary becomes: Why can't we? 
Well, first the project was too short. There was not time, really, 
to expect an improvement to be obvious or measurable. 
Second, the course was not bui Lt into the school day. It did 
not replace any other class. It only added a responsibility with-
out offering a trade-off. For those with other after school re-
sponsibitities, the course could not even be considered. While 
there were no grades, there were also no credits. This was ask-
ing something over and above that which was usually expected from 
junior high school students. 
Third, the course was scheduled poorly into the school year. 
It was a matter of necessity for me and of convenience for the 
schoo L. ft did not work. Students were three weeks from begin-
ning summer vacation when the photo class ended. The school sched-
ute was literally packed with plans and arrangements that con-
flicted with the project (tryouts for cheer-Leaders, student body 
elections, track meets, high school orientation and scheduling, 
field trips, etc.). 
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Fourth, the "sample" wa.s .self-selected, too small for statis-
tical projections and did not involve counselor intervention in 
it• makeup. There were kids with problems in the group, but were 
there really any "problem children?" The answer is no. 
Fifth, the openness of the course was both a help and a hin-
drance. It appeared as a positive in seven out of eight responses 
to "What, specifically, did you like about the course?" (See Appen-
dix A, "Student Questionnaire Written Responses," question #11.) 
One student, M.R., answered that she liked "the informality." It 
did not help, however, when students used their freedom to abandon 
the goals, and therefore the reasons for the course. Abandonment 
of goals meant abandonment of the criteria upon which artistic 
successfulness was based. In other words, how could they know if 
they had accomplished .something if they did not know what they 
were trying to do? Parenthetically, M.R.,who liked , the openness, 
stayed closer to the curriculum than anyone else in the class. 
Sixth, attendance dropped off. It may or may not be impor-
tant to understand all of the reasons for this situation, except 
as this might ref flect a weakness in the curriculum. The fact is, 
it felt. The most dramatic proof of this "fall off" is to be 
found in Appendix B: "Daily Memos: Notes About the Clas.&•" 
Seventh, initial teacher respon.ses were not returned until 
too late. The "Student £valuation Forms" completed by teachers 
(See Appendix C, P• xi.) were (1.) not returned promptly enough 
to do a follow-up, and (2.) were oftentimes nearly unbelievable. 
Some students were reportedly so "good" as to (a.) always come 
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to class, (b.) never come tardy, (c.) always do their assignments, 
(d.) not even have mild acne, (e.) seldom daydream, (f.) have 
superior intelligence and (g.) always be self-motivated ■ Others 
were occasionally labeled the opposite. Correlation of teacher 
responses shows some students (such as B.R.) with extremes through-
out their charts. The significant notion I find in comparing the 
teacher responses in B ■ R. 1 s case is that every teacher saw her to 
be extreme in some respects, but not always in the same areas of 
concern. Her reputation was, more than likely, for extreme be-
havior ••• not specifically ''bad" behavior. 
How can these teacher evaluations of students be treated, 
then, if their validity in terms of actual student assessment is 
tainted? They can be treated as expressions of teacher percepts 
and biases. They may also tell us something about the extent to 
which teachers are able to individualize students in their classes. 
Returning to the initial question in terms of these responses, 
and recognizing that hard evidence is non-existent to support any 
presumption of improvement in the target qualities of the student 
poputation, does not mean, however, that the qualities were not 
affected ■ It means, onty, that there was no conclusive measurement 
device with which to justify the intent of the project. 
If this sounds Like I am hedging a bit, perhaps I am. I am 
saying (1.) that there is no quantitatively measurable evidence, 
(2.) that the construct and circumstances of the project made 
measurement ineffectual and sometimes biased, (3.) that what was 
sought for in measurement and what was found were two different 
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things, and now (4.) that Lack of measurable changes in qualities 
does not mean that such changes did not take place ••• only that 
they cannot be supported by measurement. 
In terms of hard facts, related questions might be: (1.) Did 
the course give evidence of any static qualities? (2.) Did the 
course give any evidence of degraded qualities? and, (3.) Did 
the course turn up any hard evidence about unexpected character-
istics? The answer to alt of these questions must be in the 
negative! 
Yet another group of questions is seen to evolve from the 
first group. Presuming that there was some sort of a relation-
ship among students, teachers, administrators and parents in the 
first place, did the project give any evidence as to the function-
ing of these relationships? The answer to this enquiry is a 
guarded affirmative. The material is there. It is to be foun~ 
in comparisons of the responding groups. 
As teachers, it is easy for us to be nonchalant about the 
environment we all take for granted• We know that we sometimes 
act unprofessionally in the teachers' Lounge, gossiping about 
that which would be better Left unsaid• We presume that there 
is a social dynamic and some degree of mutual support in our ex-
pressions of shared frustrations and occasional excitement. How 
extensive this social system is, and what its effects upon the 
functioning of the educational process are, we tend to overlook. 
After all, we Live in the forest. 
average, run-of-the-mill tree? 
What is so special about an 
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Similarly, if there is a thorn bush in our path, certainly 
someone has told us to Look out for it. And, like the re.st, we 
push it aside ••• not noticing the rose. 
The reader may wish to draw hi.sown conclusions about the 
charts in Appendix A: ''How Individual Teachers See Different Stu-
dents," "How Different Teachers See Individual Students," the 
counselor/ administrator comparison forms and the four parent/ 
student response charts. 
My impression or interpretation of thi.s information, taken 
collectively, is simply that the relationships at every stage of 
interaction are prejudiced by Labeling, btindering and other im-
mature judgments that really have little or nothing to do with 
the educational function of the school. 
In Looking at these respon!Je.s, it wou Ld .seem rea.sonable to 
assume that student.s become successful in proportion to their 
earlier reputation for success in the school. 
Are teachers, administrator.sand parents successful by the 
same terms? Probably, but the focus in schools is presumably upon 
the educatee, not the educator or his constituent publics. Yes, 
the function of education is provide people who are socialized · to 
fill niches in our society. 
We have seen how school has responded to one quite brilliant 
young Lady who was, however, undirected, spontaneous, manipulative, 
unconcerned with authoritarian structures and only time-conscious 
in her relationships to television program schedules. 
her as a marginally-intelligent behavioral problem. 
It Labeled 
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With such unanimity, how would it be possible to change 
teacher perceptions, administrative assessments and counseling 
jud g ments simply by increasing her enthusiasm toward school by 
means of a success experience in an after-achool enrichment class? 
B.R. apparently did experience some degree of auccess and seemed 
to enjoy herself, but she did not follow instructions or a sched-
ule, and she did things her own way. Furthermore, her relation-
ships within her family remained static and changed, for her, only 
to the extent thit she had to act to manipulate her father into 
buying her a camera (an Jnstamatic X-15 126) and paying for her 
materials that she used. If she had followed instructions, the 
materials would have been Less expensive (She stayed with color 
print film.), and her mother might not have complained so much 
about the cost. Did this imply a deteriorating relationship be-
tween a.R. and her motherZ 
Using B .R. as a "type," and not as an example herself, we 
might also ask if it would be possible to change the attitude of 
a gifted but uncontroLLed student enough so as to altow the stu-
dent the opportunity to gain more from regular classes than pre-
viously ••• in spite of teacher preconceptions. This s i tua ti on, 
however, presupposes more sound judgment and maturity on the part 
of the student than on the part of the teacher. 
/t seems that the human species, in whatever social structure, 
whether it be family, school, church or industry, is able to dis-
cover and simultaneously resent and inhibit the capabilities of 
the different or the brilliant among us, while rewarding the 
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moderate, average and compliant. Logical, cognitive, Linear 
thinking processes are stressed to the exclusion of the Left-
handed or ''right-headed'' inherent pre-verbal visualizing capabil-
ities of children and artists. Systematically, school excludes 
these qualities from the personalities of those whom it indoc-
trinates. Life, itself, does much the same. Our culture does 
not much value art. We have no tradition of art such as may be 
found in primitive societies and peoples who, because of a Lack 
of technology and toots that simply do the work for them, must 
create utilitarian devices with their hands. 
In this sense, an art class in photo-enrichment might be (1.) 
given tip-service as having educational and social worth, (2.) 
might be covertly thought of as something of an oddity and (3.) 
might be considered to be an expense rather than an opportunity. 
A review of parent responses would give a cross-sectional sampling 
of aLL three . positions. A review of my "Daily Memos" would show 
the smaLL extent to which students (or their parents) were wilting 
t~"buy" the experience of the course ■ 
There are notable exceptions that serve to support the state-
ments I have made above. F.D. is from a family which moved here 
from the midd ;le-east. His homeland is one with Long traditions 
of handwork and art. /t is also a country caught up in the ex-
ploding technology that oil reserves bring. F.D.'s father is a 
professional person. His older sister attended graduate classes 
with me at the usu. They are unlike the "average" American fam-
i Ly in that they appreciate and enjoy real art ••• not the "schlock" 
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or ''kitch" ptastic junk from Grand Centrat or K-Mart which many 
people use to decorate their homes. In the home of F.D., where 
I spent a pleasant afternoon talking with his father, I found a 
sense of being that I had not experienced in most American homes 
for some thirty-five years! Here was the structure of moderation, 
attention, respect, dignity, honesty and enthusiasm! Mr. D. had 
activety encouraged, supported and complimented his son's involve-
ment in the photographic creative process. 
Someone is going to read this and accuse me of having chau-
venistic, authoritarian, un-egalitarian or "elitist" values. I 
may be accused of anti-feminism as wetl. If the home I just de-
scribed shows structure and order, it also has security ••• a se-
curity that supports intellectual and artistic growth regardless 
of sex. I did, however, feet a sense of responsibility, and real-
ized that where there is no responsibility there is no reat free-
dom. 
Now, if the gifted and brittiant are not allowed, for what-
ever reasons, to express a "bag it!" attitude toward the school 
structure, what do they do? And what do we do to them? 
To answer the Last question first, we create a psycho-neu-
rotic anxiety-managing reaction known as a "reaction formation•'' 
On the surface, these people indicate that everything is alt 
right. Underneath, it is not. And, occasionalty, alt Hell . blows 
Loose. It is not an "academic" understanding I have of this pro-
cess. I worked in out-patient placement as a social worker and 
a social work supervisor moving clients from mental hospitals 
into structured, protective environments in the community for 
several years. And, in spite of clear diagnosis and intensive 
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support, have had clients Literally come unglued when suddenly 
everything wasn't ''aLL right." 
To demonstrate a possible application of this principle, let 
us now turn to the form for "T.R." in the section "How Different 
Teachers See Individual Students." Here we find a "profile" much 
like that of P.v., something Like that of A.S. or M.C. or J.M •• 
There are Lines that are flat, mildly contoured, and occasionally 
spiked. 
I do not wish to embarrass or identify teachers, but in this 
particular chart I would Like to .sort Ollt the Lines by subject-
matter. Line #15 is entirely flat. It is the results of the per-
ceptions of T.R. by his instructor in industrial arts. Line #12 
is also quite flat, deviating Left for three spaces and then re-
turning to position. This is social studies. Line #3 is the 
ceramics Line. ft deviates significantly toward the unacceptable 
behavior range in the areas of goofing off in class. Line #38 is 
mixed chorus. ft is fairly flat with indications that T.R. is not 
aLL that excited about the subject and is not self-motivated so 
much in the class. There is no teacher chart #34, but my raw 
materials indicated that this was the profile for English. It is .. 
not a flat Line graph, deviating back and forth by three spaces. 
Where it differs-, ,, once, by four spaces, the teacher may be $ay-
ing that T.R. needs to be more self-motivated• Line #30, the re-
port of his science teacher, is not flat, and has a fairly sig-
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nificant spike that indicates that he likes to horse around in 
science class, too. His grade range is from an A~ to a B+ indi-
catin~ an ability in both cognitive and visual-tactile areas. / 
would suspect that he is fairly competent and "coasting" at a 
Level not requiring a tot of effort. 
The "Counselor/Administrator Student Evaluation Forms" do 
not show a recorded f.Q. score. There is no entry for his per-
oeived ability. There are no entries for his perceived behavior 
or interests. He is a non-person! 
On the "Student Questionnaire Writ ten Responses" at item #2 
he stated that he came 112 or 3" times. He came six times. In 
response to item #10 which questioned what he had "Learned most," 
ne responded, "Snit, I didn't learn a Damn thing!" 
On the same form at item #11, which asked what he had "liked 
most," he responded, "Nothing." And at item #12, which asked 
what he nad Liked least, he said, "Everything." At item #15, which 
asked how he thought his parents felt about his involvement in the 
class, he stated, "Couldn't care less." 
returned to T.R. 1 s raw materials because of a couple of 
relevant comments for which I had no place on the compilation forms. 
First, in response to "Student Questionnaire" question #6 (p. xvii 
in Appendix C), T.R. wrote in the margin, "O pictures for this 
class." At question #5, he again demonstrated his photo snob-
bishness by crossing out the word "drugstore" between "color" and 
"prints." Drugstore prints are done in the same processing Lab-
oratories that handle work from most camera stores and dealers. 
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True, you can pay more, but you don't get more. The exception to 
this would be the professional color Lab which does custom work 
and charges custom prices. He could have five rolls of film pro-
cessed through the drugstore for the price of one small custom 
print. 
At item #13 (p. xviii, Appendix C), which asked, "Would you 
rather attend this course in a regular school day as another type 
of art course for credit?" he checked the box that indicated 
"yes," but wrote in the margin, "but not from you." 
The student and parent questionnaires were initially meant 
to be "blind," that is, not identifiable ■ The day that I was going 
to deliver them was one of those days when nothing seems to go 
right. Something was wrong, I realized, and I also realized that 
I would not be able to correlate parent-student evaluations in a 
blind survey ■ What did I do? I coded the forms in le~on juice 
so that I could tell just who said what ■ This may not have been 
entirely ethical, but it relieved my anxiety ■ Later, it gave me 
peace of mind when I used my wife's iron to raise the tan markings 
in the margins. 
say this to suggest that T.R. believed that he could write 
his comments and not be identified. / picked up his parents' form 
earlier and stuffed it into my folder ■ I had literally pages and 
pages of forms. When I picked up his form, I just stuffed it in 
as well ■ Jn class, ToR• was sociable, seemed interested, kept 
coming to class, although in an irregular fashion, and even brought 
his baby brother to class with him on one occasion. 
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With an example of such strong, repressed hostility turning 
up in a "blind" questionnaire, I can only wonder at how T.R. man-
ages to otherwise handLe his other "not all right" feelings. / 
hope that he never Loses control and hurts himself or somebody 
else. 
The function, then, of education is to act as an assembly-
line for the production of individuals who are not too individual, 
are socially oriented, have SOM6! skills valued by society, and 
who can make a contribution to society on their part. This is a 
function which requires a Lot of "samenesses," does not welt tol-
erate the gifted or different and values mediocrity and social 
skills. Realistically, it promotes superficiality and stytism. 
The strength of such a system Lies in the fact that for most 
people there is a security and a continued ability to function 
that Lies at the base of Limited awareness. The world has to go 
on, whether it muddles along or not. It can't suddenly stop while 
we introduce the agony of awareness into the Lives of people who 
do not have the psychic energy or defenses to deal with it. And 
here is our paradox. 
Was the project a success? I have mentioned that Peter 
Drucker claims that only one out of ten persons really Learns 
anything in school. K.H., D.W., M.R. M.c., F.D., a.R. and A.S. 
demonstrated that they had Learned better imaging technique in 
their work and participation in class. K ■ H ■ , D.W., M.R. and A.S. 
worked with transparency film. Of these four, three had success 
with it ■ o.w., M ■ R ■ and A.S. did some nice work with it. 
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Although we could not get to it as a class or as groups of 
the class, M.R. started experimenting with sequences by herself. 
Her first work was in a sort of primitive photojournalistie ap-
proach to a soccer game, but it was a significant start! 
As to the dynamics of motivation and behavior, several made 
small but significant changes. K.H. attended all sessions and 
became quite obsessed with photography. His parents' written 
responses to the course are lucid and supportive. D.w. spent a 
Lot of the early class time with B.R., who seems to have influ-
enced her somewhat. She did, Later, get into transparencies, and, 
I think, surprised herself. M.R. also had a Lot of parental sup-
port. On the parent response form, a parent advised that others 
in the ctass could get a Lot out of it if they put in a Little 
more effort. M.R.'s parent further indicated a personal acquaint-
anceship with ·. the students involved. 
M.C. and F.D. became noticeably Less shy. B. R. had an ex-
travagant experience in photography, but, as an offshoot of the 
project became known to the vice-principal as a person entirety 
different from the person he thought he knew. 
A.S., the son of a cinematographer, continued to come when 
others of Less experience expressed some stylistic Lack of en-
thusiasm or boredom. A.S. is a brilliant young man who has been 
"coasting" through school. 
Yes, I believe my project was from 300% to 600% better than 
Peter Drucker's expressed success rate for education as a whole. 
It was worthwhile. It did not come out entirely as planned. 
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There were modifications, revisions and exclusions from the orig-
inal project, but it was worth the effort. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The pitfalls that await an investigator into the realm of 
enrichment courses as a means of improving, or at Least Learning 
about, student motivation are only Limited to the extent to which 
the investigator wishes to Limit his understanding of the under-
lying principles responsible for some of the curious responses 
which he will accumulate. 
Enrichment courses do work, although perhaps not for the same 
reasons used to justify their genesis, and probably by a series of 
dynamics much more complicated than those presumed to be in oper-
ation at the outset. 
In fact, each small class or group will have its own set, or 
dynamic, which is the sum of the psycho-sociological interplay of 
its own members and the Larger society or societies from which 
they come. 
The information-gathering aspects of this project, as I have 
said earlier, have pointed to validity problems and the weaknesses 
in the measurement process. The responses in numbers of instances 
have revealed communications problems: crossed communications, 
Leveling, blindering and other dysfunctions. These occurred at 
every interactive point: student, parent, teacher and adminis-
trator. 
Because of the universality of the dysfunctioning, it would not 
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be appropriate to select one group of participants; say, the 
teachers, and make them into scapegoats. Neither would it be 
proper to blame the students, the parents, the counselors or the 
administrators for the dysfunctioning. It would seem rather a 
more Logical conclusion to assume that schools and their so-
cieties are but reflections of each other. 
In my rote as designer of the photo-enrichment class and my 
other function as the investigator of its effects, / feet / have 
sometimes been the victim of my own enthusiasm and the subject 
of my own criticism. Moreover, the two rotes often played against 
each other. That is, my artistic personality would uncover in-
formation that my investigative personality would have to take 
time out and analyze, and conversely, my investigative analyses 
would cause me to go back to the artistic principles for a re-
sponse. The result of this conflict led to a sort of pyramiding 
reaction. Complexity grew geometrically. 
now believe that the project, if it were to be done again 
in any similar fashion, should be a collaborative project between 
a photographer/artist/media specialist and a social scientist with 
expertise in education/communications and psychology. 
I do believe that I have pointed to some dynamics that bear 
further investigation, but I would also suggest that further 
studies be conceived so as to bite off a chunk of the problem, 
Limit variables, and define specific areas more precisely. 
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It would be unfair of me to Leave the reader with a feeling 
of futility here about education, educational experiments and the 
effects of the affect of styLism on the educative process. 
I have said earlier that stylism presumes a "certain Level 
of literacy in print media (p. 31), and that insecurity breeds 
stylism (p. 25). Relevance is a buzz-word to the stylist, which 
if played to by the sincerely relevant thinker does not usually 
do more than feed into the stylist's game. And, having no time 
but "now," the stylist is incapable of understanding what rele-
vance really means (p. 13). 
In a society which requires stytism in the educational pro-
cess (p. 34) and which, in fact, may realize that stytism is the 
only meana of coping with the extraordinary difficulties of a 
mushrooming technology (p. 40), perhaps both the educator and the 
educational investigator could use some of the "now-ness" of the 
stylist for his own welt-being and for the benefit of att. 
How can this be accomplished? (1.) Provide security. 
Separate the true stylist from the unacceptably illiterate. 
Give the stylist the opportunity, within reason, of using tradi-
tional skills, tools and equipment in ways dictated by a response 
to his environment. fn other words, he has to be free to fiddle 
around, invent, maniputate ••• and even to break through misuse. 
These ideas are utopian at their base and wilt not work with-
out one other factor: structure. ts this antithetical to the 
reason for stylistic behavior? No! Stylism is a response, partly, 
to structures ••• outmoded or new. 
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Let me now provide some responses to elaborate on the three 
points listed above: First, how can a system which is now in place 
provide security if it has been perceived as alien earlier? /t 
can create a situation in which a "substance" class is seen to 
be more friendly, or Less alien, than a "form" class. This means, 
for the educator, designing more substance into courses into which 
the stylist might otherwise seek escape. 
There should be as much cognition taking place in an art 
class, a physical education class or a machine shop class as there 
is to be expected in an advanced math class. Further, use of the 
visual, kinesic or tactile Learning processes should help in math-
ematical perception and vice versa. 
Second, assuming a stylist to be "capable of a certain degree 
of literacy" requires that we not expect from an imitator of sty£-
ism that which we would of a true stylist. That an imitator might 
become a stylist is possible, but first he needs to become basic-
a t t y t i te ra t e • The imitator needs an entirely different sort of 
help than does the stylist. To mix these in the educational pro-
cess is a grave mistake. But where do we separate the types? At 
the entryway into the restructured courses! This sounds like a 
defense of an intellectual elitism, and in a way it is. /mplemen-
tation of these changes, however needed they might be, would be a 
near impossibility in a democratized educational system. 
Third, stylists are capable of operations such as hooking up 
a sound system or a video recorder made for the consumer market. 
They have Learned to adapt to their changing technological world 
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in this respect. How many of these would be competent enough in 
what they are doing, would know enough of transistor electronics, 
to keep a counter-EMF surqe off a Saticon tube or a proqrammed 
''game" cartridge? Stylists speak of "chips" as though they knew 
all about them, yet some wilt blithely hook up amplifiers to 
speakers while ignoring polarity, RMS ratings or impedance matches. 
I have seen stylists Literally blow the cones out of one pair of 
speakers after another ••• never knowing why. And because they have 
been students of another teacher, I have never been able to do any-
thing about it. The issue becomes the personality of the teacher, 
and they hide behind that. 
Because of these dynamics, reason dictates that a teacher (1.) 
really know what the workinqs and the capabilities of the techno-
logies bein_g used are, (2.) be able to demonstrate these capa-
bilities to stylists who "already know all about them," (3.) be 
assertive in preventing injury or destruction, and (4.) have the 
common sense to Let experiments run their courses before using the 
teaching moment provided by frustration to "get to" the stylist 
when his defenses are down. 
This procedure does presume some capital outlay, but it re-
quires even more a manpower-intensive educational system: better 
teacher-student ratios, more personal involvement (an intrusion 
into the stylist's defenses, again) and better qualified, more 
perceptive teachers. 
These are practical educational sug_gestions which to a degree 
can be implemented by the classroom teacher ••• presuming a bound-
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less amount of energy and a personally heroic desire to see to it 
that young people are really educated. 
In the investigative areas, such as which a study as this 
touched upon, much is left to be uncovered. For those w_i sh ing to 
follow up on all or a part of what was done here, I would offer 
the fotlowinq suggestions: 
1. Put the class into the regular schoot day, 
for a semester or for a year. 
2. Require basic Literary skills, and exclude 
those whose real need is in remedial edu-
cation. 
3. Seek "problem students 11 ••• including those 
serious problems ••• so long as they are 
capable and interested. This presumes 
active administration and counselor inter-
vention in the selection process. 
4. "Subsidize" the class by pro vi ding the use 
of cameras that are (a.) all the same, (b.) 
inexpensive, and (c.) not adjustable. 
s. As an intellectual "teaser," give a demon-
stration of £ktachrome development of class-
generated film using several muLti-reeL 
tanks. This would not be a participative 
experience, per se, but would involve stu-
dents in a structured situation in which 
they could help watch timing, control 
temperatures and pour solutions under 
supervision. 
6. Do "before" and "after'' teacher evaluations 
of students, but allow a school year (36-37 
weeks) to pass before the follow-up. 
7. With students who have significant behavior 
problems, the incident report form (See 
Appendix C, P• xiii.) could be revived, 
modified and used. A profile of student 
behavior, over the course period or the 
school year could then be generated. 
Students with Legal problems, drug addiction, 
family breakup, paternity or maternity in-
volvement could have a notation put on the 
chart by the counselor in some manner in 
keeping with sensitivity and good taste. 
8. Finally, do not build up student 
interest only to Let it drop. If 
a course is of value, tangible 
follow-up experiences and subsequent 
courses should be available. 
9. Some problems will not Lend them-
selves to any intervention. Some 
problems wilt turn up for which the 
researcher/ instructor is not pre-
pared. Some dynamics wilt surface 
which may explain results other 
than those initially predicted. 
Do not ignore these. Record them. 
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Finally, if the mental operations of the stylist are non-
Logical in a sense of non-continuity with the past, perhaps the 
essence in lfis "n-ow" existence wilt provide new clues for edu-
cational, social and human problems that have been around for 
centuries. Unfortunately, this also calls for a Legitimization 
of serendipity as a research tool, and Less of a reliance upon 
so-catted "objective methods." Whether the system can stand this 
sort of a shock is doubtful. 
Using these operations in a positive way also presupposes 
an incredible amount of true enthusiasm. Taking the bored into 
an off-guard teaching moment and Leading them to enthusiasm is 
the teaching challenge of this age. 
Otherwise, apres nous, Le carnage. 
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HOW O!FF€R€NT T€ACH£RS S££ /NO/VIOUAL STUD£NTS 
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S££ DIFF£R£NT STUDENTS 
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HOW INDJVIWAL T£ACH£RS S££ DJFF£R£NT STUO£NTS 
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4 t t 9ndane": 
U!tua I (y 
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J.fi ldLy 
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COMPILATION FORM: 
HOW /NOIVIOOA~ T£ACH£RS S££ O/FF£R£HT STUD£HTS 
Teacher Identification Number: 3 ------
Student Initials: J,M, - T.R. - D,W, - K,P, - 8,R, 
At t9r,dance: 
Reqular Jr,-equtar 




Seldom Of ten 
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Se , ~om Often 
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Usucr ( !y Seldom 
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COMPILATION FORM: 
HOW IHOIVIOOA~ T£ACH£RS S££ DIFF£R£HT STUO£NTS 
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HOW / NO /V !WAL TE:ACH€ ,9S S££ OJFF£R£NT STUDENTS 
T~a c~er Identification Numb9r: 37 
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Of ten 
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COMPILATION FORM: 
HOW INO/V /WAL T£ACHE:.'?S sn: OIFFE:RE:NT STUOE:NTS 
Teacher Identification Numb~r: 38 
S!vde nt f nitial.s: r.R. - M.C. - o.w . 






C-7,mo le te.s 
Cf ten 




!S evere- Ly 
No 
No 





COMPILATION AND COMPARISON: 
COUNSELOR/ ADMINISTRATOR 
STUDENT £VALUATION FORMS 
Student 
K • H. 
o. w. 
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COMPILATION AND COMPARISON: 
At ten dance 
12 of 12 
10 of 12 
10 of 12 
COUNSELOR/ ADMINISTRATOR 





Note: Attendance was 
kept in a Riggs' Class 
Record book and trans-
ferred to this form. 
Average daily attendance 
was seven, or 58.3%• 
6 of 12 Not recorded The ability scores on 
this chart were obtained 6 of 12 Above average 
from school records by 
3 of 12 Brilliant Mr. Murray Maughan after ------------------------
F. o. 9 Of 12 he first completed the Not recorded 
original form (p. xii of 
8.R. 7 of 12 Brilliant Proposal). His ability 
5 Of 12 impressions are compared Brilliant 
with those of Principal 
6 of 12 Brilliant Haslam and Counselor 
K • p. 6 of 12 Average Morris, below. 
p. V • 4 of 12 Britt iant 
Student Ability/ Ability/ Ability/ 
Has Lam Maughan Morris 
K. H. No entry Above average No entry 
o.w. Above average Above average No entry 
M• R. No entry No entry Above average 
T.R. No entry No entry No entry 
M.C. Above average Above average No entry 
/11. T • No entry Above average No entry 
F • O. Above average No en ·try No entry 
B.R. Average Average No entry 
J.M. No entry Above average No entry 
A• S. Above average Above averaqe No entry 
K • P. No entry Brilliant No entry 
p. v. Above average Brilliant No entry 
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Student Perceived Behavior /nterest.s 
(1) Has lam (1) Has lam 
(2) Maughan (2) Maughan 
(3) Morris (3) Morris 
k • H. (1) No entry (1) No entry 
(2) Above expectations (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entry 
o.w. (1) Above expectations (1) Band ? 
(2) 4bove expectations (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entrt_ 
M• R. (1) No entry (1) No entry 
(2) No entry (2) No entry 
(3) Within expectations (3) No entry 
T.R. (1) No entry (1) No entry 
(2) No entry (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entry 
M• C • (1) Above expectations (1) ''Positive" 
(2) Above expectations (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entrt_ 
M • T. (1) No entry (1) No entry 
(2) Above expectations (2) No entry 
(3) No entrl (3) No entry 
F.O. (1) Above average (1) Music, 
"positive" 
(2) No entry (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entry 
B.R. (1) Below expectations, slightly (1) ''Negative" 
(2) Behavior problems (2) No entry 
(3) Behavior problems (3) No entry 
J.M. (1) No entry (1) No entry 
(2) Above expectations (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No en trt_ 
A.S. (1) Abov~ expectations (1) Music, 
"positive" 
(2) Within expectation.s (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entry 
K • p. (1) No entry (1) No entry 
(2) Above expectations (2) No entry 
(3) No entry (3) No entrl_ 
p.v. (1) Above expectations (1) "Positive" 
(2) Above expectations (2) No entry 




COMP/LAT JON FORM: 
STUDENT OU£ST/ONNA/R£ NUMERICAL RESPONSES 
(Numbers correspond to questions on the original questionnaire.) 
3. There were expenses involved in the course. How did you han-
dle these? 
...!__My parents paid for them. 
_}__My parents helped. 1/4th • 1/2 • 3/4_.!!.• Other 
-2_My parents did not know a"'i;;ut it-.-
_}__My Parents helped, but waited for sales. 
2_I supported my costs entirely. 
4. The film size (format) that you used was : 
0 110 /nstamatic/Ektralite/ etc. 
-:S--125 /nstarnatic. -2_35 mm., rangefinder, adjustable. 
4 35 mm., single-Lens reflex, 
1 35 mm., single-lens reflex, automatic exposure. 
5. The picturas you took were: 
5 projection transcarencies. 
~color (drugstore) prints. 
3 black & white (drugstore) prints. 
6. You took about: 
_}__12 to 20 pictures. 
5 20 to 40 pictures. 
~40 to 60 pictures. 
3 more than 60 pictures. 
7. There were more than 600 transparencies shown to the class, 
including two slide-story sequences, one synchronized slide-
tape that I produced, and one Eastman Kodak slide-tape show. 
You saw: 
4 1/4 of the presentations. 
-Y--1/2 of th• presentations. 
-Y--3/4 of the presentations, 
~all of the presentations. 
8. You found the in-class presentations: 
4 somewhat helpful. 
4 helpful. 
2 not very helpful. 
3 boring. 




9. You took pictures mostly of (continued): 
_3_famiLy, brothers, sisters, etc. 
2 an ima ts. 
_3_bui Ldings, Landscapes. 
5 all of the above. 
13. Would you rather attend this course in a regular school day 
as another type of art course for credit? _7 __ yes. 4 no. 
16. How do you feel about your experiences in the class? 
2 Too simple. (See note below.) 
0 Too hard. 
0 Too vague. 
2 Interesting. 
_ 1_Not very interesting. (See note below.) 
2 I Learned something. 
5 Learned a few things. 
2 didn't Learn anything I didn't already know. (See note.) 
0 Learned a Lot. 
Note: One student, T.R., responded to alt three of the above 
references. He attended class six of the twelve times 
(He indicates that he came two or three times on his 
form,), and states that he did not take one picture for 
this class. His confidential student evaluation form 
shows him as a model student with an A-/B+ grade aver-
age with no deviation. More of his hostility shows in 
the written section. Typical of teacher evaluations, he 
showed no hostility in class, and even brought his baby 
brother in on one occasion. He also asked for, and I 
provided him with photographic "release" forms. 
17. Do you feel comfortable about taking pictures of others? 
_1_1_yes. 0 no. 
18. Are you comfortable about having your picture taken? 
19. 
__ 6_yes. 5 no. 
Are you comfortable with your camera? ....!..E_yes, 1 no. 
(Curiously, the only person to express equivocation with his 
camera was A.S., the only one with an automatic single-Lens 
reflex. Also, he was the only one to pressure his parents 




COMP I LA Tl ON FORM : 
STUDENT OU£STJONNAIR£ WRITTEN RESPONSES 
(Numbers correspond to questions on the original questionnaire.) 
1, There were twelve days of class. How many times did you 
come? ( Question is combined with number two on chart below.) 
10. 
There were ten opportunities to show your work, 
times did you show work you had done? 
Initials Stated Actual Stated 
At ten dance Attendance Showinq.s 
K • H, 12 12 2 
o. w. 10 10 1 
M,R, 10 10 2 
T,R. 2 or 3 6 0 
,_,, • C • 10 6 0 
M,T. 5 3 0 
F.Q. 9 9 1 
8.R, 7 7 3 
J. /vi. 4 5 0 
A, S, 8 or 9 6 1 
K • p. 5 or 7 6 0 
















We talked about numbers of things, ••• 
area in which you l~arned most •••• 
Tell me about the 
K,H. "The Law of Third:!.••• it showed me the way the shapes on 
a good picture are. It help me to Learn more ■ " 
M ■ R• 11 1 learned about how the colors affect a picture, how 
to arrange coLor:1 for the right effect." 
T.R. "Shit, I didn't Learn a Damn thing!" 
M ■ C ■ "How to get angle:!. of people fastly.'' 
F.o. 11 ! Learned about every thing pretty much." 
A.S. "I think the area I £earned mo.st in was picture compo-
s i ti on. " 
K.P. ''What different ty _oe.s of camara.s and how to use mo.st of 
them and how to center and focus." 
Note: Quotes are a.s written, without correction. Some did 
not respond ■ 
11. What, specifically, did you Like most about this course? 
K.H. "Law of thirds." 
o.w. "The show of .oictures," 
11. What, specifically, did you like most about this course? 
(continued) 
M,R. "The informality." 
T.R. "Nothing,'' 
M,C. "Taking pictures." 
F.O, "The slides." 
B,R. 11 /t was fun," 
J,M. "The time I had to use my camara. 11 (sic,) 
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A,S, "The pictures & getting to see other peoples work.'' (sic.) 
K,P, "Taking the pictures," 
12. What, specifically, did you Like Least about the course? 
K,H, "Taping." (He's referring to slide-tape instruction.) 
o. w. "I don't know." 
T,R. "Everything." 
M.c. "Talking about contrast." 
F.o. "There was nothing that I disliked." 
J.M. "Staying after school." 
A,S. "Nothing." 
K,P. "The class goofed off too much,'' 
14. Do you think that the school should offer other after-school, 
non-credit courses? If your answer was "_yes," what courses 
would you suggest? 
M,C. "Yes. How to develop film•" 
B.R. "Yes. I don't know," 
A,S. "Yes, Mchanics," (sic,) 
K. P. "Pa in t in g, s in gin g, cha rm • ••• " 
P,V. "Yes." (No suggestions were given.) 
15. How do you think your parents feet about your involvement in 
this photo-enrichment class? 
K.H, "Good." 
D. W. " I t ' s ok. " 
M,R, "Understanding and helpful ■ " 
T ■ R ■ "Couldn't care Less." 
M • C ■ "Good•" 
F,O. ''I don't know," 
J ■ M ■ ,,.,.thought it would be good if I enjoyed it," 
A,S, "They thouqht it would be good for me," 
K,P, "I don't know, I never asked." 
20, There were no further comments written on the backs of the forms. 
However, on question number thirteen (in Numerical Responses), 
T,R, responded that he would be interested in taking the 





PA .RENT OU EST /ONNA IRE NUMER /CAL R£SPONS£S 
(Numbers correspond to questions on the original questionnaire.) 
1. There were expenses for film and developin _q involved in the 
class• How were these hand led? 
4 I paid for them. 
5 I paid for part of them. 
-7-My child/ward paid for them. 
-- 1 baby-sitting, 1 paper route. 3 al l owance , 
3 other emp loymen-t-.--
3, With all of the bother and involvement of short courses such 




4, If you were to specify a particular skill learned by your 
child/ward in the six-week class, what would it be? 
1 overcoming shyness. 
-1-greater ab{lity to be self-directive. 
-4-greater appreciation for the photo-image as art, 
-4-better understanding of color/design and art comp o sition, 
-6-better photo/mechanical understanding of picture-taking, 
-2-no observable differences, 
5, Did the class, with its time requirements, interfere in any 
manner with your child/ward's other class assignments? 
_1_yes, (If "yes," please check amount below.) 
11 no, 
_1 __ mildly, _O __ moderately, _o_severely, 
6, Did the photo class give you any indications that your child's 
or ward's self-esteem had been enhanced? 
_!!__yes• 
7 no, 
(ff "yes," please check amount below,) 
_2_mi£dly, _1_moderately, _1_positivety. 
8, Overall, how would you evaluate this class in terms of your 
child/ward's relationship to the school system? 
4 reinforced positively. 
3 no change, 
-2-insufficient information upon which to make a judgment, 
-1-reinforced negatively, 
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10. This question wilt sound a Lot Like question number eight. 
It is different, h owever. And it is this: Have responses 
from the school and faculty indicated ••• 
2 more positive feelings about your child/ward? 
-1-no change in feelings about your child/ward? 
-7-insufficient information upon which to make a judgment? 
0 more negative feelings about your child/ward? 
12. There se~med to be some grandstanding done on the parts of 
one or two of the students to pressure parents into buying 
them expensive cameras. Did you have any of this pressure 







PARENT rJU£S TI ONNA IR£ WR I TT£N RESPONSES 
(Numbers correspond to questions on the original questionnaire.) 












K • p, 
P,V, 
Parent Comments 
A gift from Grandfather's inheritance. 
Buying it with her own money, 
Used my old camera. 
Christmas present. 
Used one already in our home. 
One we had, 
He borrowed my camera. 
Her Father brouth (sic.) it. 
Was a Christmas present. 
His father, 
Had her own. 
Fami Ly camera. 
3, Were the efforts worth the results? Comments: 
Student 
J( • H. 
lvf, T, 
F,D, 
Pa rant Comments 
Made him much more aware of how to us@ a camera. 
Our child did not complete. 
I think,,.(he) has gained some fair knowledge of 
photography now, 
It cost too much. 
Student didn't get enough practical applications 
of picture taking. 
7, Give an anecdote or description of your child's enhanced self-
e.steem. 
Student 
K • H• 
F. D, 
Parent Comments 
More confident in knowing he could do .something 
better with a camera, 
Can't answer because our child did not complete. 
He got Lost very early in the class. He became 
discouraged because he didn't understand concepts 
and dropped out, 
He has achieved more knowLedqe about photography, 
Note: Quotes are written as they appeared, without correction, 
Some p~rents did not respond to aLL items. 
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9. Would you give a short answer regarding your response to the 
question about changed relationships with the school system. 
Student 
I<. H. 
M• T • 
F. D. 
Parent Comments 
Has always been a good student he allows time 
for what he wants and needs to do. 
She showed greater enthusiasm for this class 
and school generally• 
Felt defeated because he didn't understand. 
Course need to begin at a more elementary 
Leve L. 
Before attending the photo-enrichment he knew 
very Little about using camera -- but, after 
6 weeks in the class -- he certainly knows the 
basic photography. 
Student didn't speak happily of attending the 
course or didn't speak about it at alt. 
School curriculum did not appear so boring to 
him. 
11. Do you feel, based on your experience with this class, that 





I feel any program could better a person and 
would Like to see more of the same take place. 
It gives a student some opportunities he might 
not otherwise receive. Also where it is a 
volunteer situation on the child'~ part means 
he wants to be there & will Learn more. 
Yes. 
Yes. They can be interesting and broaden ones 
horizons. 
Yes. I feet children need exposure to a wide 
range of ideas, experiences & etc. 
Yes. 
Basic idea and philosophy is good. 
Yes! What I have experienced from my son's 
achievement in this class, I am confirlent any 
other enrichment will helpful. 
No answer or comment. 
Yes, especially since photography is one of 
my son's hobbies. 
Yes, in many areas. 
12. Regarding the "grandstanding" observation (See P• 1, this 
form.), the parents of M.R. stated ,: 
I realize that attitudes of "Individuals" in classes do 
sometimes get involved with grandizing. Als o some students 
have to have the sa-e or more expensive things than their 
peer's (so they think) However I know some of the students 
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12. (continued) involved w(th this classe personaty. Some of 
them had photographic experience before attending the ctasse, 
and were working with 35mm cameras. Therefore this must be 
considered along with ctasse attitudes before saying they 
were grandizing. Peraps some were b•ond the scope of the 
ctasse in thier exp. altho I am shore if they realy tried 
anyone could gain from the classe. (sic.) 
APPENDIX 8: 
DA I LY MEMOS: 
NOTES ABOUT THE CLASS 
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DA /LY MEMOS: 
NOTES ABOUT THE CLASS 
Day One: 3-30-81 
Followed schedule. Had the kids shoot pix of each other with my 
/nstamatic 126. Worked to loosen them up some. Problem: shyness! 
Images are an invasion of their "space," but also a common sub-
ject-matter denominator ••• a thing to talk about. 
The slide presentations I'd prepared did the job ••• both in /nsta-
matic 126 and 35mm. format. 
Fourteen students were present. There were no behavior problems. 
Day Two: 4-1-81 
Followed schedule, but no student work ready. Showed them the 
pix they took on 3-30-81 and discussed color as a design element. 
Showed examples in the pix they took. Discussed value of pix as 
art ••• aside from "clear" images. Also showed them the continuum 
of formality to informality and spontaneity in regard to their 
pix. Posed two girts and found them still shy and uncomfortable 
on the one hand, or becoming very much at ease on the other. 
Noticed some grouping. They have brought in prior peer group 
relationships. 
Sixteen students were present. There were no behavior problems. 
Day Three: 4-6-81 
Added to/changed schedule somewhat. Some had asked about shoot-
ing things as welt as people. Sense a Lack of comfort on part of 
F.D. and others in invading other people's "space•" 
Showed transparency tray of people and things of a commercial 
art (poster or card use) nature rather than fine art s tyte. Had .' 
pix of flowers, etc. in tray. Taking the focus off people pix 
seemed to help some. 
/t turns out that / know F.o. 1 s older sister, s. Was able to 
help M.T. with his Kodak Retina. Again stressed use of trans-
parency fi Lm. J•M• is becoming Less shy. T.R. is shooting a 
Fujica match-needle with a 43 - 80 mm. zoom Lens. M.C. and J.M. 
are using /nstamatics, although J.M. hasn't switched to trans-
parency film yet. (She stilt ha$ a roll of "family" color print 
film in the camera.) 
Seems like the class is congealing in some ways. I let them get 
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extension cords, set up the slide sorter, set up the projector 
and run the trays. 
Ten students were present. No behavior problems at alt. 
Day Four: 4-8-81 
First student photos: A.S. showed some past work. p.v. set up 
and ran the projector. A.S. used the slide sorter and set up 
his own tray. Class participated in Looking for design elements. 
Pix were mostly scenics: sunlight on water and boats parked in an 
inlet. A couple were good by any standard! He had an informal 
portrait of his grandfather in an automobile. A.S. has had more 
than the usual exposure to photography. His father makes 16mm. 
educational/. films. o.w. and M.R. seemed quite animated today ••• 
possibly rediscovering boy/girl relationships through film. J.M. 
is still shy. I hope I can get through to her before she becomes 
discouraged. N.D. - was Late again. I think his dad pressures him 
to come. I was told that N•M• had dropped. He never came. R . F. 
has never come. She is busy with the Hi-Lo 1 s. 
Ten students present. No behavior problems, although N.D. does 
not really want to be here. 
Day Five: 4-13-81 
Only five came today, and with prints instead of slides! Since 
they had something to work with, I showed them how to make ells, 
crop prints and watch out for extraneous stuff ••• tike trees that 
grow out of heads. 
Had them practice posing a classmate and shooting pix. Advised 
that next class period would start the business of sequencing in 
a sort of photojournalistic manner. 
Called those who were absent. Some of those I was able to reach 
said that they had to quit because of the expense. Note: If ex-
pense was really the problem, I hadn't seen the results in class. 
Day Six: 4-15-81 
Only six came. School was in an uproar today. £aster vacation 
starts tomorrow. F.o. had forty black and white prints to show. 
I think that these are his first, ever. His composition is good, 
but he shoots his pictures from too far away. He's a bit shy, 
and can work this out. 
Several of the kids seem to be waiting for Skaggs to have a 
special on processing. Some) Like M.R. and o.w. promise trans-
parencies on Monday. a.R. 1 s camera seemed to be broken. The 
finger on the frame counter/advance was stuck. 
Demonstration: Showed the sequence 
sequence personifying a cocoanut. 
reject transparencies: sandwiching 
personifying a banana and the 
Showed them creative uses for 
them. 
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Day Seven: 4-20-81 
Nine in attendance. M.C. came back. J.M., M.T. and p.v. missed. 
I was told that N.D. had definitely dropped. N.p., who had not 
come since day two, was also said to have dropped. 
M.R. showed some nice transparencies: emotions, color, use of 
shadow, creative design principles, experimental night shots of 
the Aurora Borealis and a sequence from a soccer game. She also 
had three night color prints. 
For a demonstration I showed "Home Again" 
without sound. I then showed a Wollensak 
advance slide-tape: "Summertime in Utah." 
again. 
and "The Commemoration" 
synchro-slide inaudible 
They asked to see it 
We talked about producing a slide-tape in groups or individually. 
Rapped about subject matter: "A Day in School," etc. T.R. came 
up with the idea: "Getting Through The Halts." 
Day £ight: 4-22-81 
Seven in attendance. a.R. and J.M. noticeably absent. The most 
inhibited and the most uninhibited gone on the same day! M.C. 
showed some positive interest and M. T. absent, too. Suspect that 
cost might be a factor ••• atong with camera prestige ••• (n Losing 
some of the kids, although even those with nice cameras can't 
always get film. 
Had a "head trip" with the class about producing a slide show. 
T.R. and K.H. picked right up on the use of dissolve units for 
35 mm. equivalents of stop-motion, or pixillated, cinematography. 
f,,1.R. wants to do ''A Day at School," Fibber McGee's "Locker," 
sewing through her fingers with a sewing machine in h ome economics, 
etc. 
Gave T.R. and K.H. each cannisters of bulkloaded 36/40 exposure 
Ektachrome 200-135 and told them to meet, plan together and 
shoot. Showed them a few tricks to put it together. Went through 
scene continuity, shot Lists, supered and sandwiched titles, use 
of music and mixing on a stereo tapedeck. 
We'll see how much they've absorbed. 
the class will participate together. 
Day Nine: 4-27-81 
It is understood that all 
Seven came. M.C. and F.o. checked in and then had to Leave. I 
appreciated this courtesy they showed. I understand from K.H. 
that r.R. is dropping. f,,1.T. is no longer coming, as is the cas~ 
with J.f,,1;. Reasons? I don 1 t know. One week there is excite-
ment. The next week comes, and the excited kid ha s dropped. It 
makes no sense at alt. 
A.S. was back again. He's missed three days. Several have had 
a rather spotty attendance, but have continued to come. Curious 
how the ones who remain are those for whom different teachers 
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have expressed widely differing opinions ••• of average intelligence 
to brilliance ••• of behavioral problems to model students. These 
who remain s•em to be learning, and some produce very creative, 
very welt thought out material upon occasion. An example would 
be the mirror portraits done by M.R •• K.H. has also done aome 
admirable work. He shot the film I gave him last week, but 
wants to do it over. He will get the "extra" film from T.R •• 
8.R. manipulates. o.w. dramatizes. 8.R. had me pick up a carou-
sel tray for her (She paid for it.), and showed slides today ••• 
boys! Spontaneous and primitive images, and some were very good/ 
M.R. had new stuff to show, and I had the opportunity to show her 
how to sandwich a sky into a picture lacking one. 
Only three more class periods to go. I believe that this sort of 
a class should be held for a Longer time. /nstamatic users need 
to Learn to see with a camera, without worrying about photo tech-
nicalities, just as I'd conceived the Project in the first place. 
People using 35 mm. cameras should not mix with the others. It 
divides the focus of teaching between sight and technique• 
Day Ten: 4-29-81 
Five came. Nobody brought transparencies. Alex Davis, a former 
ceramics student of mine from the previous year, had Loaned me a l 
few pix that her sister had done in black and white at Logan High. 
Although she was not in the photo-enrichment class, Alex was a 
peer of many of those who were (and had been) in the class. Many 
knew her sister. This was student work. 
we used these prints to discuss elements of composition. I used 
the prints to promote the highschool photographic program taught 
by Eliot Brunson. Eltot also taught printing and graphics and 
had been my student Spring Quarter, 1977 1 when I had taught the 
same subject for the Bridgertand Area Vocational Center. 
K.H. had a new idea for a sequence inasmuch as the composition of 
the class had changed. M.R. and o.w. said they would help him 
with it. 
Day Fleven: 5-4-81 
Four came. A.S. came by with K•H•• We Looked at K.H.'s Practica. 
He had been having trouble with underexposure. He'd set the ASA ' 
on the electronic flash mark instead of the film speed pointer! 
Ergo, no exposure. 
o.w. finally showed some slides. She likes them now 
done them. She's p aying her way with photo expenses 
sitting, and gets her film processed on special sale 
Skaggs. More to write, but I'm exhausted. Nearly 1 
up since 6:45 A.M •• 
Day Twelve: 5-6-81 




Planned a surprise party for the class. I didn't know how many 
to plan for, so / got eighteen-plus donuts, rootbeer and cups. 
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N.R. came by and said that she and o.w. couldn't come. They had 
song-Leader practice. 8.R. and K.P. have been AWOL the Last two 
times. A·.s. didn't come today, but K.H. did. We had a talk about 
photography, and what he wants out of it. It can be an expensive 
hobby. 
K.H. has a novel way of earning income, however. He salvages old 
cars! sug_qested that he document his work on film. Who'd be-
lieve that a fourteen year-old made his money that way? 
APPENDIX C: 
PROJECT PROPOSAL 
IMAGES AND SEQUENCES: 
A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT ON TH£ US£ OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
AS A TOOL FOR ACADEMIC MOTIVATION 
IN LOGAN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
by 
H• Gordon Hilden 
For the Degree: Master of Science 
Department of Communication 
The Graduate School 
Utah State University 
Logan, Utah 
Revised: 
1 March, 1981 
PROJ£CT PROPOSAL 
For th• D•gr••: Master of Scienc• 
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St:, temen t of t.~e problem. 
I t nas been my observation, cis a substitute secondary instructor, that 
!he re exists a subculture in the Logan Junior High School oooulation 
which may be identified by the foltowinq charact•ristics: (1.) Much 
misquided en@rgy, (2.) 4 loci< of self-discipline, (J,) 4veraq•, or abov•-
aver~qe comorehension, (4,) Ex cessive test inq of rules and authority, a nd 
(S , ) Emotionally stytiz•d beh"vior the affect of which runs from a pathy 
to outriqht hos ti Ii ty, 
Jr-(any of U,e student~ descri!:>ed above are, "aood kid,'' who :,re "coasti,,q" 
throuqh school, learninq the minimum and oerforminq mar7inalLy in 
social cis welt a s a cademic o~tterns alien to their p•er orouos. 
I beli,.ve that it is likely that some of th•se students would do better 
in other subjects, relate to the school as a ptac• of teo.rf'ling, would 
for~ relation,nios outside, their Qe~r aroups, ~nd would become more setf-
di 5ciolined if they wer@ involved in an extra-curricular ''cta.ss" to which 
tney felt some commitment. 
M~thod to be fotLow&d. 
I orooose to o rovide" ohotoqraphic enrichment class for eighteen-to-
twenty students. The course wilt run for aporoximately six weeks. 4nd 
the emohasis will be artistic rather than technical. Simote cameras 
and transparency film wilt be us•d• Costs wilt b• held to a minimum so 
that no one n•ed be excluded. 
The curriculum has been formul~ted and tested with equipment that the 
students should be able to tocc,te in their homes, from friends, or pur-
chase with less money tnan a Pair of jeans or tennis shoes. Mciteriats 
will b• soaced out through the six-w•ei< period, and should be no more 
exoensive than an ev•ning of ent•rtainment oer week. Laboratory and 
materials fees in ceramics or crafts classes would probably be more · 
••oensive tnan anticioated co,ts for this cla•s• 
The class wilt be held in facilities orovided by Loqan Junior Hiqh on 
·.vednesday and Friday ~fternoons, after school, from 2:4S P.M. until 
4:00 P,M•• Students witL ride the cictivity bus hom• at this hour. 
Selection of students. 
/ wilt provide an announcement to be read with tn• morning m•ssag•s ov•r 
the school intercom, to be modified as necessary by .I>rincipat Haslam. 
I wilt provid• a ditto•d "siqn-up sheet" for interested students. The 
form wilt have a space for oarental aporoval, and a disclaimer that wilt 
advise that should an excessive numb•r of students apoty, the class wilt 
be divided into a Wednesday and a Friday section. Students requesting 
entrance may ee cnosen by Lottery should the numbers (a) surpass on• 
s•ction, but not justify two, or (b) sur;,ass two sections. 
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Coun.selor int9r-vt!'ntior, in the .St!-Lection oroee.s.s. 
Pleas~ re-read lne Problem statement above and note that tne Loqan 
.Junior !~iqh Scnool counseling and adminis t rative staff wi(( select 
from the List of aPPlicants, one hCJlf of the enrolees bas"d upon the 
lour criteria mentioned above. 
There mignt be a remote case for suPposin? that such a class, cnosen 
in .suel"I a mc.r,ner, i.s nothino -nore than a sy.st9matized r~ward for ooor 
behavior, In orde,- for tne class to nave a feel of legitim-:,cy for all 
stu d~ nts involved, there has to be a careful mixture of school sub-
cultures, Indeed, a s wilt be snown below, one criteriorn of evaluation 
deoends uoon .such a .selective mixture. c~unselor and teacher bias in 
a samPle oroject of tnis size might welt provide statistical error, and 
would weiqh -:,g<linst trustino the validity of such measurements. For 
thi.s rua..son, other evaluative dovicet.s >,av& been devi.sed. A samate i.s 
at tach.,d, 
!l~ ment.s of o@rformanc@ and oerformance carrvo~er, 
During tne course of this "class,'' I wi(( kO!eP a oerfor,,.,,,nc., log that 
will take into consideration int .. rest, attil<Jde changes, social per-
formanc11, mood .swing.s, .subject involvement, creativity, behavior .snift.s 
~nd .subj'!ct invoLve,ment. 
41 the beqinninq of the course, I wi ti ask each teacner of the students 
., ,,rol!ed lo fill out a per-formance profile, w.,ich I will storot w, : u,out 
reviewing, The teacher will be requested not to keep a copy. 
~I the concl<J.sion of th& course, I will :,qain ask each teacher to fill 
out a second oerformance profile (identical form as u.sed in fir-st eval-
uation), Nnen the course is ended, I wi(( i,ave teacher inout on a 
b~fore-aft@r ba3i~ which may be used for auarded inferenee5. 
Durinq tn e course I will suoPly administration/counseling/attendance 
with a lisl(of oholo students) d?.si7ned to measure tne (a) occurrence 
:,nd St!veri ly of out.side problems (but not 11,e type), (b) the freouency 
and interval in counseling situations (but not li,e tyoe), and (c) the 
1 requency and interval of abst!nces witi,out l!!qilimate exc<Jses. 
41 the end of tne cours&, I wit t writ& (for my report) a one-to-three 
ParaqraPh summary for each st<Jdent, idenlifyint'J each .student only by 
initials, sex, grade and inclusion in the "test" group or the "control" 
group. 
O&limilalions of the oroblem. 
!?eccr<Jse of u,e sample size and the term of the project, results should 
be considered no more thon suqgestive. While an hypothesis might be 
enl&rtained considerinq the oosilive effect of a photo enricnmenl course, 
validation of such an hyoolhesis or demonstration of a null hypotnesis 
would b& nolhinn more t;,~n an exercise i n statieutation. Pernaos li,e 
c(!larest volve of such a si,ort project will b& lo Point the way toward 
a tonqer .study of .several, concurrently-operating enrichment classes, 
Several instr•Jc t ors will, .several subject-areas of interest, and with 
different teaching-styles and personalities would certainty provide a 
clearer oiclure. Nevert;,eless, perhaps this project can pave tne way 
for other,. 
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Lo~an Junior Hiqh School 
Intercom 4nnouncement: P~oto-4rt Class, ''!manes and Sequences'' 
FOR THOSE OF YOU 'NHO 4R£ .0 HOT0t;R4PH£RS, WOULD -BE PHOTOGRAPHERS A.NO 
H'T!STS .V!TH A CAMERA, LOGAN JUN/OR HIGH WILL 8£ OFFE:R!NG A S!X-W£E:K, 
4FT£R-SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS £NT I TL£0 "/,._,AGES ANO S£0U£NC£S." 
TH£ COURSE NILL 8£ FOR NON-CREDIT, ANO WILL .?UN FROM MM?CH 30 
THROUGH MAY 5. FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN TH£ OFF/CE. 
ii i. 
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Lo?an Junior H i~h School 
4nnouncement for incorooration in tne f.::Jculty nome-room bulletin: 
.O>-toto -Jf"t C las.s: '' Images o.nd Sequences" 
Stud ent, i nterested in takin!7 an -,fter-school 1>hoto c(a33 enti/ied 
''fn,aa~.s and S equences'' .sl"lould .sian the inter<'fst .sM@~t and obtain en 
infor~~tion and oarental release oacket in t~e office. 
r;,e focus of the class \Nill be to caoturt'! images, and image.s in .seqtJence, 
on transf)arency film to snow as .slidt'!3. 
or~ohy i.s necessary. 
No ~rior knowledqe of 1>hoto-
rhe c(::us will be he£d on Monday ancf .Vednesday afternoon.s after school, 
"lnd will be ov~r in time for students to ride thf!! activity bus home. 
Th e cla.ss is schecfuled to be~in on March 30 and end on ,..,,ay 6. 
Stud ents will need to provide t~eir own .suoolie.s. The class has been 
desig ned to work with the old Kodak Jnstamatic 125 camera . 
tn"'lt w ill take tro.nsc-=irency film 'Nill be fine. 
Otne r c.:imer~s 
O ver the six w!!e-'<s of th'!- clas.s, student.s may u..se ~s much a.s six roll.s 
of film , •• or more, if they wish, Costs ~re to b@ held as low as ~os-
s i b le. 4sk for a cost she~t for 1>rojectin9 e•oenses at the office, also, 
iv .. 
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/MAG€S ANO S£0U£NC£S 
P.'fOrO-ARr CLASS 
Y£S! I am interested in takin7 an after-schoot, non-credit ohoto-art 
class on Nednesday and Friday afternoons. I understand that the c(ass 
wi £l run from March 30 through May 6, 1981. / nave Looked at the 
sheet with the projected exoenses, and I believe I wit£ be abte to oay 
for materials to use for the six weeks. J understand that my finat 
acceotance deoends upon oarentat (or quardian) aporovat. 
Name Address Phone 
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IM4G[S 4NO SE0UENC[S 
PHOT0-4i?T CLASS 
PROJECTED COSTS ANO MATERIALS 
1, I f you do not -.ave a Kodak Ins tama tic 126 camera, and ccnnot locate 
one amo ng family :ind friends, Skaqqs sells the Kodak lnstamatic X -15F 
for S14,99 as of tne date of this writinq, I checked other distri-
butor, in Loqan and found Skaqgs to be the cneaoest, 
2, If you have nothinq but money, Skaq:,s :,(so carr-ies the Kodak /nsta-
matic ~-35F whicn has th e advantage of an a utom ati c exoosu re con-
trol and a settinq fo r takino c(ose-uos to two feet fr om the l e ns, 
This c a mera costs S49.88. I'm not certain I would recommend this 
c~mera for ~erious use. r or aooroximately twice as much you can net 
a oretty good 35 mm, ranqefinder camera if you shoo around , 
3, K odak advises ; that its 110 format cameras can shoot t ranspar-ancy 
film, / 1 ve never tried it, The slides can be shown in a re,.,utar 
projector if they're mounted oroper!y, Otherwise, they each need 
c,da .otors. / would su soec t the image to be grainy a nd unclear, 
4, If you :1 l ready -.ave a 35 mm, camera ( s uch a.s an old Ara us C-3 or 
Kodak Retina 3-C) but don't know now to use it, don't buy somethinq 
5, 
else for th~ class. I'll work out some extra time for basic instruction 
... the class , !iowever, will concern itself with imaaes, not techni-
calities. 
T~e cheaoest place I have found for Ektachrome 64 
in 125 cassettes is Skagg'• • 
plv.s tax, 
transoarency film 
these co .st 33 . 09 
5, Likewise, Skagg:, s;, e ms to be the least expensive processor, They 
charqe $1.49 olus tax, Sometimes they have S,Sl9 soecials, too, The 
fastest olace for processing I have fovnd is Utah State University 
Photo Services, They have overniqnt processing for a oroject dis-
covnted orice of $2,25 olus tax, Unless you identify yourself as 
a student in thi:, Project, however, they may not be able to serve 
you• 
7, If you want your own Kodak Transvue 80 Ca rouse( tr:iys 1 I can get them 
(:1t today's prices) for $3,95 1 plu:1 tax, 
a. Jf enouqii oeoQle are, usinc, 35 mm. cam'?r".JS of their own or borrowed, 
I can qet re-loadable cassettes for $,25 to 5,40 each and buy Ekta-
chrome in bulk. I hav en't priced it out, but it could probably 
save qu i t e a bi t. 
9. You will probab ly want to snoot about one cassette or one 126 car-
tridqe oer week. If you use an /nstamatic, you'll need som@ f!as~-
cubes, In a packaoe of three (12 shots) these run 31.49 at Skaqgs. 
You c:,n oay S.30 more for tile same t!iinq -:it Grand Central. Batteries 
for the Kodak 126 lnstamatic cost S2,19 c,t Skaqgs, also. 
Sit down wi tll a .oaper and a penc i ( and work out a budqe t, Photography 
IS NOT AN IN£XP£NS/V[ HOBBY, but it is incredible trainino for sharoen-




To 0 rincioa( H7s£am, Mr. Hilden, Loaan Junior Hioh School and the Utah 
S tate University 4rt Department.,. 
Y,.s, I 'NOuld ( ike my croi Id (or ward) 
(name) 
to Participate in the after-school photo-enrichment class ent i tled 
"Images and Seauences" being taught by Mr, Hilden, 
I understand that there wilt be six weeks of instruction on Wednesday 
ar,d Friday afternoons at 2:4S P,M. at Looan Junior High, beginning on 
/>larch 30, and ending on May 6, 1981. 
I understand t hat there will be some exoense for film, develoo i nq and 
materials, and th a t my child ( or ward) will need to have, or have access 
to, an Jnstamatic 126 or 3S millimeter camera. / understand that it is 
the resoonsibility of my croild (or ward) and/or myself to provide these 
"@ed@d mat@ria£.s. 
I fur t her understand t hat this class will be evaluated and analyzed as 
to it.s us~fuln@.s~ and el f ectivene.s.s in ptanninq such futur& cla.s.se.s, and 
g ront t o t he schools and to Mr. Hilden O!!rmission to share per t inent in-
for..,ation and summc,ry findinqs which wilt help in the decision-m,,,king 
orocess, To p reserve privacy, Mr, Hi Iden wi 11 use only ini t ia Is, gender, 
and class-ran k ing to categorize and individualize persons particioating 
in t~e ~(a3.S in his writt@n evaluation. 
C ooies of t he written report will be made available to the Loqan Junior 
H ig;, Schoo(, the 4rt Oeoartment, t he Department of Communications and 
the S econdary €ducation Department of the Utah State University, Library 
coo i es w i ll olso be deposited with the Merrill Library, u.s.u •• 
In return for the opportunity to participate in this enrichment program 
for my chi Id (or ward), / absolve the Loqan Junior High School, the Utah 
State University and Mr . Hi Iden and any wards, agents, officers or affi t-
i a tes of a ny of the above of any li a bil i ties 7rising out of, or which 
may arise out of the ohoto-enrichrr.ent class. I understand that liability 
for my child's (or ward's) safety is my own, and that my child (or ward) 
should be covered by a dequate health and accident insur a nce as for any 
other after-•chool activity. 
4cceoted by:-,,.---,--------:::------,--,~-.-------------
( !nstructor or Reoresentative ) 
N ote : Jf e~rollMent exceeds expect c, t i ons, the class will be divided 
in t o two sections each meetinq one day per week. If enrollment 
suroasses these .oaramete,-s, class inclusion will have to be by 
lot t ery or a simi( o r method. 
vii. 
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/~Ar.ES 4NO 5£0U£NC[S 
4 SELECTION OF 4SS/GN.,,[NTS 
PHOT0-4RT CLASS 
1. tndividual exorassion: a sinqle picture showing one emotion. 
2. Individual ~xor~ssion: two, three or four pictures showing one 
nredominant emotion. 
J. Individual ~xoression: more than one picture showing a mood-change 
seouence. 
4. Individual exore.ssion: more t~an one oictt1re, showing one oerson 
in a settin'1 unique to him/her, 
5. individuals: sinqle oictures showinq individuals doing identifiable 
th inqs. 
5. /ndividuals: two or mor~ peoole in· a sinqLe-conceot image. 
7, Sho rt .story: one or mere oecole, doin'1 one t~inq, having a he7inning, 
a middle and ~n end. 
8. Lon?er story: one or more oeoole, doinq one ta3k-centered thino, 
havino a beginninq, a m i ddLe and an end, and showing emotions. 
9. Documentary: a lonaer story, oreferab!y a how-to s~quence, which 
may or may not nave an accomoanyinq sound taoe. 
T~~MS 4NO T£CHN/0U£S 
1. ~stablishing snot: tells you where you a re ond sets the scene. 
2. Lonq snot: .3~veraL oeoote at a distance, for instance• 
J. ,'-"adium snot: Cne .oer.son, not so far :1way. 
~. Close up: A head and shoulders ;hot. 
5. TiQht shot: rocusinQ in on exDression. 
Pan shot: rollowinq horizont~l action with u,,. camera. 
the subject is clear and the backqround is blur~ed . 
7. Tilt snot: T~i• is a horizontal oan shot. 
Done riqht, 
8. Process snots: A sequ~nce showing a mov~ment tnrough space and time ••• 
passinq throuqh a door ••• ~oin7 from one scene t o anotner. 
9. Tr~nsition .snot: 4 ,sMot which is sometime.s symbolic, showi nq a move-
ment from on@, idea to anot'ier, one tim@, to anothe r or one pLace to 
an other. The S'>quence of a clock f~ce and the passaqe of time, the 




/NAG£S ANO S£0U£NC£S: STUO£NT 0U£ST!ONNA!R£ 
1. Why did you en,-o(t in this after-school class a ctivity? (It 's a(( 
riqht to admit that you did becausa of a fri-.nd who is taking tha 
class,) 
2. Do you own a camera? ff so, what kind? 
~• D o you have som-.body you can b or,-ow an tnstamatic 126 or a 35 mm. 
camera f rom if you d on't atr~~dy n~ve one? Who? ____ _ 
~. Do you read comic books• (Do n't ba bash fut!) 
5. Do y our Qar~nts or b rothers or sisters take oictures? 
Snapshots? ________ Slidas (t,-ansparencies)? ___________ _ 
Hczve they showed you how to do it, too? 
5. ~ id you and your parents ( or a uardians) re~d the sheet entitled 
" 0 rojected Coot• and t,.,at erials"? ____________ How do you o(an 
to fin~nce the coot• of the class• ---------------------
Did you make a bud~et• ____________________________ _ 
7. ff y ou read the sh'!et entitled "A S'!!ection of .~s .,i'1nments," you will 
have noted that we wit! be t:2kina pictures of people. Fo,- your own 
~ictur9S, after you have seen the demonstration slides, choose a 
peroon-type you Nou(d like to work with most. £xamp(es would be: 
( 1.) l::abi,as, (2,) smatt children, (3,) kids at p(ay, ( 4.) spo,-ts 
:,ctivitie• (or cheerleaders), (5,) o,-etty girts, (6,) :,du(ts, (7.) 
peoole at work, (8.) or-,ndoaf"ents, and combinations of these or 
othef"s, Pictures ohou(d be in qood taste, unoffensive to parents 
or schoo( oersonne(. T>,ink about what you wou(d tike to do, cznd 
tell me about it in a ohort description below ( 1 fter you have seen 
the d;,monstration slide!!.). Thank you. 
8. ff you o(an to do a ''docum,,ntary" that wi(! not stand ::done on the 
basis of the picture content, and needs an accompanyinq tape, ptea!!.e 
see me early on in the c(ass so that we can analyze just what you af"e 
doing, and now to construct the tape, 
Go,-don Hi !den 
563-6706 
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Na me 'Nori< 
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Note: Use a •eoar ~ te loq for e~ch cl~•• oeriod. [xceot for follow-up, 
file and save to chart \lariances in factors. 
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STUDENT [VALUATION FORM 
Student Name _____________________ _ 
Da t" ------------
• ~le,.se check t~e noorooriat~ box in the .scalar re.soon.ses below. 
2, Please m~ke on(y one check m~rk per line, 
3. Please do not pre-read the for~. And do not 





Complet&.s work : 
I Of ten 






I Of ten 
Se ldom 
! I 
/ J intere.st@rt in subject material: 
Usual Ly j I I Never 
U•ualLy I Seldom 
Mi Ldly I I I I Severe Ly 
Has nabit.s of oer,ona( ct~anlines.s: 
I I I No 
Dresse.s cleanly: 
Yes I I No 
Oaydr9cr.m.s ,· 
Seldom I I I Sometimes 
Gets a lon .o with others : 
Usua lty j j I Never 
Guesstimation of inte(( qence: 
Bright I I I I I Out t 
1-40 ti va t i ona L souree: 
/Others 
Liked by oeers: 
Yes I I I 
p,-9sent Letter qrade: 
8- C C- D+ D 0-
Teacher Name --------------------




5 t uder, t Name 
COUNSELOR/4/)f,,f/N/STRATOR 
STUDENT EVALUATION FORM 
. .. 








Notes: Us e fi,-st r,ame, Last ir,itial, Class R:,r,l<ir,-,: 7ti,, 8t;, o,. 9ti,, 
/,0,: A: 4bove aver,:,.ge, B: Competer,t, C: 4ve,-age, X: - Uni<nown, M= brilliant, 
••~p: 1:Beh-::.vior withil't school exoectatior,.s, 2::Beliavior well above ~x-
oeetatior,s, 3:Benavior sliqntly below exoeetations, 4:8ei,avior o,.oblems, 
/r,te,-ests: /r,eLude eor,struetive o,. dest,-uetive inte,-ests suen as sr,if-
fir,g qtue or olaying sei,ool spo,-ts, Also list emotoyment, 
















































NAM£: Use first name and last initial only. Only one entry per day. 
2 tNC/O£NTS: Record the number of daily incidents with hash mark.s. 
3 GRAVITY: Recor-d the ser-iousnes.s of incidents with number-.s 1 throu.gh 9, 
9 bein7 the most grave. 
4 cOUNS£L!NG: .'?ecord the time spent in counseling per day in minute•• 
5SANCTIONS : .'?ecord briefly any punishments. 
6 -1WOL: Record unexcused absences hert1• Do not list under- "incidents." 
N~ PAG£S SHOULD 8£ US£D DAILY, £V£N IF BLANK FROM TH£ DAY PRIOR. 
Xiii• 
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IMAGES ANO S€QU€NC€S 
PHOTO-ART CLASS 
€xi t € valuation ,i:-orma t: Photo Content 
In what respect did the student £earn to comoos& images? 
I n what resoect did th& student lea,-n to sequence image:s? 
Did the student ma k e u:se of process s h ots and t,-ansitions' 
How self-directing wa:s the student in ~is /»e r work? 
#>,at imaqin,.,tiw, techniques/materials were used? 
·N.:J.1 sound inco,..oor a ted? 
,Vas the work s uccessful? 
Did the stu d ent feel th& work to be succes:sful? 
Exit €valuat ion Fo rmat: Sel f-/ma qe a nd 4ooea rance 
'NJ,at e >-taracteri3tic.s indicated a movement i n ap t:>earance? 
What characteri:stics ind i cated a movement in :self-image? 
Nhat co,-r.,lalion could be found in ancillary records? 
Exit €va luation: Behavior Cha r,.,cteris ti cs 
Nhat photo class ob:servations indicated behavior modification? 
·,vha t a ncillary observations indicated beh,,vio,- modific,,.tion? 
'N,are the chanae:s, if any, socially acceotable,? 
.'lertf! the ciianges, if any, socially unacceptable? 
.\
1l"l'lt f~ctors su .7 :;est r~a.son.s for chanqe? 
!::xit [valuation: lnte,-est i n S ubject 
Did th e student st ay for the entire ~eriod of the cou,-se? 
~or stud~nts who d ro pp ed out, were any rea~on3 7ive n? 
Fo r student3 who remained, what indic~tion3 were there for a continuing 
involv~ment in ohotograohy? 
Ha ve s tudent:s a sked tn a t the course b,. cant inu,.d? 
Have studants a :sked that the course be expanded to cov,.r other ar eas? 
Exit €valuation: 4o .olication in Other Subjects 
Have th& ,antry/exit forms submitted by th,. student's other teachers 
indicated any po:sitive chanqes in their cours&:s? 
Ha vf! indicat9d grade:s, as orovided by t>,e other t9achers, im .oroved' 
Have the student:s £et the work in other courses :slide? 
Is there any indication of a neqative behavior change in other courses? 
Exit (valuation: Economic Factors 
Is the course desioned inexoensively enouqh? 
l:s there difficutty betwe~n th• more afftuent and the less afftuent 
students in the c(a:ss? 
H..,ve "advanet'!d" .studer,t.s drop ,oed a "Mickey Mouse Cla.s.s"? 
Have les:s affluent students droooed because of material:s exoenses? 
~xit !::valuation: Course o .. sign 
.Vhat studsnt input could b& im .DLi>mented in a follow-up course of thi:s 
sort. 
Nhat wer-, the -najor evaluative weaknes:ses that were found? 
xiv. 
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Plioto-Art: "/mag&s & Sequenc .. s" 
A six-w,.ek, aft&r school, non-qrad,.d, non-cr,.dit class in conc&i-
ving and producing photographic imcg&s and organizing imag&s into 
story-t&lling or illustrative s,.qu,.nc&s. 
rne following is what w& will b,. doing in th .. six-w,.,.k period by 
dat9• It is not rigid or absolut ... /f w& find sometliing mor .. 
int,.r .. sting, we may spend longer on it. If we wish to skip to in-
dividual projects, we will do so,.,provid&d that the students who 
wish to do so have the basics they ne&d for what they plan. 
/n what .. v .. r you do, keeo a notebook to record what you wont .. d to 
do,,,and what you did, 
Oatit: What w& wi I I do: 
3-30 Introductions, Getting acquainted with materials. Cost 
&stimating, €xolonation of numb,.rs 1 - 5 on P• viii, "A" 
S&laction of Assignments," Demonstrations (projaction 
transparencies) of assiqnments and the results that con b& 
obtained with th& materials we will use. in-class shooting 





O&monstration of in-class shooting s .. ssion, First student 
work to show, if reedy, Probl,.ms and possibl& solutions, 
Second stud&nt work to show. Problems and possibl& solutions, 
Artistic qualiti&s, comoosition, lighting ,.ffects, fi,.ld-ground 
th&ory, rhythm, harmony, batanc .. , symmetry/assymetry, state-
m,.nt/ov&rstatement, proximity, parsimony, color design and 
color aff9ct (psychology), We will b& thinking about these 
things throughout th& six weeks, I am not concerned that you 
memorize terms, but that you g&t a ,,.el for these artistic 
concerns, in practic&, in the pictures that you take, Student 
in-class shooting session. 
Tliird student work to show, 
Student-qenerat&d questions, 
if w&ather permits, 
Probl,.ms and possible solutions, 
Rap session, Outside shooting, 
Fourth student work to show, Problems and possible solutions, 
Stud&nt-generat&d questions and mutual >elf-help, First 
soeciclization, explanation and damonstration of numb&rs 7 - 8 
on p, viii, "A Selection of Assignments,'' O&monstrations: 
"Home Aqain," ar,d "The Comm@mo,.aticn," 
Fifth student work to show, ProbL&ms and oossibl& solutions, 
Student-genarat&d qu&stions and mutual s&Lf-help, Making 
simole title slid&s, Idea s&ssion for simol .. story-telling, 
Individual and group production units formed as wont&d/n,.&ded. 
Problems and possibl& solutions, 
Stud&nt-g&nerat&d que•tions and mutual s&lf-hetp, Oemon-
•tration of simpl& titl& slides,,,pos•ibly with some short&r 
"sequences.'' D@mon!ltration: ''Summertime ift Utah." 
xv, 
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Sl!lventh stud.,nt work to show, Proble,ms and possible solu-
tions, rirst of individual and/or qroup productions, 
Demonstration of transitions, Pas.saqes and procf!s.S shots, 
[valuation: How arf! we doing at this point? 
[iglltl, stude,nt work to snow, Problems and possible solu-
tion.s, Advanced tf!chniques in olloto imaqf!ry: abstractions, 
impr@s~ionism, expr~ssioni~m ••• stud@nt$ may or may not wi~h 
to follow tnis track. [xperimentation witn stock transpar-
~neies i$ encouraged, 
and mutual self-llelp, 
terns. 
n,:,wevl!lr, Studl!lnt-qenerated questions 
Individual and group production prob-
Demo,utration: ''Image., and Sequences," Ninth .student work 
to sllow, Individual and group problems, 
Demonstration: H<:YW to makf! a simple sound-track for a slide-
tape show,,.for very Little money and with a minimum of 
equipment (available at home,, school or the public Library}, 
Last student work pr,.sentation in class, 
select their best work for prl!lsentation, 





Presentation of student work to school, or to school/ 
parent a udience. 
To Be 
Arrangf>d 
Presf!ntation of a selection of duplicate transoarl!lncie.s 
(or possibly, dupticatf>d slidl!I or slidl!l/tape programs) 
to th@ senoot for r~tention and future d@monstration. 
,tvi • 
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Images and Sequences 
Logan Junior High 
Confidential Student Questionnaire 
1, Pt•a•• fi Ll this form out oy your.self, Gon•t ask for ilelp from 
family, friend.s or others,,,not •ven for spel(ing, 
2, Please complete this form in olack ball point or felt tip pen, not 
pencil, I nave not giv&n you written as.signments, and doul:it if I 
could recoqniz& any handwriting on ·lhi.s for,n. Some of you us• ink 
that is a diff1trent color, and I might uncon.sciously identify you 
if you use colored inks. 
3, S. frank and honest, Answer th• way you feet, not th• way you think 
you a,.. .suoposed to feet, And do not .si9n thi.s form/ Seat your 
form in th• envelop<t provided, and / wi LL _get it back from you 
later, 
4, If t here is anything el.sa you wi.sh to t•ll me personatty, feo( free 
to do so,,,or write me c not•• And, if I haven't said, "Thank you" 
for being in th• photo class, please accept my "Tliank you" now. 
How ""'ny times did you come? 
2, Truer• were 10 opportunities to show your work, How m<1ny ti,_s did 
you show work you had done? 
3, Ther• were expenses involved in the cour.s•• How did you handle these? 
My par•nts paid for th•m• 
-My par•nts help•d• 1/loth 1/2 __ 
--My parents did not know a-;;;;;;; it, 
3/• __ Other:_• 
--~y par•nts helped, out waited for fitm 
=I supported my costs entirely. How? _________________ _ 
•• The film siz& (format) that you us•d was: 
110 /nstamatic/ E:ktralite/ etc, 
--125 Ins ta'"'3 tic, 
--35 """•• rangefinder, adjustable, 
-35 mm,, single-tens ref(ex, 
--35 ,,,.,.,, .single-t•ns refl•x, automatic axposur&, 
5, The pictures you tool< -r•: 
.t:JroJ•c ti o" t ranspa.renc i •• • 
-eolor (drugstor•) orints, 
=bLack ~ white (drugstore) prints, 
o. You took about: 
12 to 20 pictures, 
--20 to 40 pictures, 
--40 to 50 pictur9s, 
=mar• than 60 pictures, 
7, There -r• mar• thar, &00 trsnsparenci•s shown to the ctass for demon-
at,,.atior, tJurposes, i1'cLuding two sLide-story sequences, one synchror,-
iz•d stid•-tape silow / produced, and one E:astman Kodak slide-tap• 
show, You saw: 
1/4 of th• pr9.sentatior,s, 
-1/Z of the preser,tations, 
--3/4 of the presentations, 
_al L of the pr•••" tat i 01'S• 
xvii. 
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Confidential Student Oue,tionnaire 
8. Y' o u found ti•• in-eta,, presentation•: 
,om.what heLpfut. 
--h•Lofut -- ' not very heLpfuL. 
-boring. 
9. Y'ou took picture• mostly of: 
boyfriend,. 
--girt friend,. 
--fami Ly, brother,, si, ters, etc. 
--an i!IIO L,. 
--building,, Landscape,. 
--aLL of the above. 
10. 'Ne talked about numbers of tl,ing, including, but not Limited to, 
color/de.sign (analagou,, complementary and primary color,, l,ue, 
sl,ade and inten,i ty), ri,yt!,m, l,armony, contra.st, tl,e Law of Thirds, 
move,,,..nt, proximity a11d .s t rong image•• Tell me about tl,e ar•a in 
whicl, you Learned most , in a few sentences. Use tl,e back of this 
form, at.so, if you Like. 
11. What, .s::iecificatly, diri you like mo.st about this cour.se? 
12, What, specifically, did you like L@ast about ehis course? 
11. NouLd you rather attend thi.s course in a regular .school day a, an-
other type of art course fer creriit? ___ yes. no. 
14. Do you tl,ink that tl,e school should offer otl,er after-school, non-
credit courses? ye,. no. If y,our answer was "yes," 
what course(,) would you sugge.st? 
15. How do you think your parents f~el about your involvement in t l,is 
photo-enrichment class? 





--Not very intere.sting. 
---, Learned something. 
--, Learned a few things. 
/ didn't Learn anyt!,ing I didn't already know. 
I Learr,ed a Lot. 
17. Do you feet comfortable about taking pictures of others? ____ yes. 
____ no. 
18, Are you comfortable about having your picture taken? __ yes, no. 
19. AM you comfortabl• with your camera? ___ y.s, no. 
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Logan Junior H{gh 
Confidentiat Parent Questionnaire 
f, Your chiLd/wo.rd is being asked to 
complete a confidential student 
questionnaire relating to the photo-•nric
hment c(ass compteted this 
term at Logan Junior High, Pteas• hetp
 him/h•r by ~roviding a quiet 
place and a black bat l point or felt 
tip pen, 
2, No one, yourselv•• included, should 
help complete th• student form, 
From an any(iticat and statistical p
oint-of-view it could cause a 
ncontamination effect,n 
J. I have, following, a short 
fo,-,,, 
vations mad• in the classroom, 
the questions, and a(so keeping 
or ward, 
for parents, generated from obser-
/ would aoorec i ate your completing 
th••• confidential from your child 
4, found, a(so, that many of the par
ttntal release forms did not man-
age to find their way back with the s
tudent, Rather than go through 
an extra aorting process a.a / daL iver 
tltese form.a, I am enclosing 
another to i,. kept with th• photo enric
hmant c(ass record•• Please 
•ign the reteQse form, but do not .sign
 tha quest i on form, ,,-;-;;;;:-
signaturtt closely resembles your handw
riting, one parent might wish 
to sign, and th• other to complete th• for
m, 
The photo-enrichment ctass has been a 
learning experience for me, There 
-re over 600 transparencies shown the
 claas over th• six-eek period, 
,i.nd sometning I ii<• HiO of the transoarenc
ie.s were taken with a Kodak 
/natamatic 126 that is now a.bout thirtee
n years old, 
Tl•• curr-icutum-develop,.,..nt wa.a fun, Th• shooting with an /nstcmatic 
again cftttr at! th••• years wa• exciting
, But , .. sing your young p•opte 
become excited a.bout photography and 
photographic images W<2S tha most 
self-satisfying, Thank you for sharing
 your young oerson with me fo,-
the six-weeks! 
1, There wef'a expenses for film and de
veloping invotved in the class; 
how ...,,.r,r these handted? 
f paid for them, 
170 
I paid for part of them, 
/wly child/ward paid for them. How? 
a(towanC•• baby-si!ting, 
oaper route, savi1tgs, other 
•mployme~ 
(T;;;rcate .source, -;;;;;;se, even i~r 
child/ward paid for part,) 
z. Cameras were •btained j,, many ways, How did your child/wa
rd obtain 
hi•/h•r•? 
J. With all of the bother and involvement o
f short courses •uch a• this 
one, do you f,.e( that the effort was 
worth th• res.,.(ts? __ yes. 
no, Comments: _____________________________ 
_ 
JCiJt, 
Confidential Parent ~uestionnaire 
4. If you were to specify a particular si<i(L learned by your child/ 
ward in the six-week photo-enrichment cta•s, what would it be? 
__ oYercomi~g ~hynes~. 
__ greater ability to be self-directive. 
__ greater appreciation for the photographic image as art. 
__ better photo/mechanical understanding of the picture-taking art. 
__ better understanding of color/design and art co~oo.sition. 
__ no observable difference•• 
5. Did the ohoto-enrichment class, with its time r&quirements, interfere 
in any manner with your child/ward's other school class assignments? 
Yes. No. (If "Y•••" please check amount below.) 
Mildly-;-- Moderatety. ___ severely. 
6. On t». other side of the is.sue, did the photo-enrich,,,..nt cta.sa give 
you any indications that your child/ward's .self-e•teem had been en-
>,ancedl 
No. (If "yes," please check amount below.) 
____f(iLdly. __ Moderately, ___ Positively, 
7, If your answer to number six, above, is "yes," could you describe an 
anecdote describing the change in a few sentences without giving away 
your chiLd/ward 1 !J identity? (Plea!Je use the ot .'ler side if more space 
is needed,) ___________________________________ _ 
a. Overa L l, how would you evaluate this photo-enrichment course in terms 
of your child/ward's relation.ship to th• school system? 
___ Reinforced positively, 
No change. 
---Insufficient observation upon which to make a judgment, 
Reinforced negatively• 
9, 'Nould you provide a short anecdote to illustrate your answer in num-
ber • i gn t, above, pl ease? __________________________ _ 
10, This question witl sou,;d a lot like que.1tion number eight. It is dif-
ferent, however, And it is this: Have responses from the school and 
faculty indicated,,, 
More positiY9 feetings about your child/ward, 
--No eilange in f•elings about your child/ward. 
--Insufficient information upon whieil to make a judgment, 
~ore negative feelings about your chitd/'Mlrd. 
11. I am a certificated teacher and a ohoto,;rapher, I am al!Jo a parent. 
My photographic skit ls aLLow me to provide enric~ment opportunities 
that students migilt not otherwise btt able to havtt, Based on our 
mutuat short ex _oerience in piloto-enrichl'M!nt, do you feet that other 
volunteer enrichment course• •hould be investigated, de.signed and 
programmed? Com~ents, please: 
12, One finat co,,..,.ent: Tiler• seemed to be !Jome _qrandstanding done on the 
parts of one or two of the students to pres!Jur~ parents into buying 
expensive cameras. Did you have any of this pressure from your 
chi td/ward? Ye•• No, The proq~m wa• desiqned to be 
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